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Abstract

Entanglement is an essential tool in QIP, for example, to achieve a secure quantum

communication network and quantum computing. Semiconductor quantum dots can

generate on-demand entangled photon pairs via the biexciton-exciton cascade. These

solid-state sources are currently limited in their applications due to two major challenges:

first is the collection efficiency since only a fraction of a percent of the emitted photons from

the quantum dot can be collected due to its isotropic emission profile; and second is the FSS

that causes an energy splitting of the intermediate exciton state —it arises due to strain

and structural asymmetry of the quantum dot and degrades its measured entanglement

fidelity. Quantum dots have been integrated into photonic structures such as microcavities

and nanowires to enhance their collection efficiency by coupling the emitted photons to the

cavity or fundamental nanowire waveguide mode. However, the fine structure splitting still

remains a major challenge, and although many post growth perturbation techniques have

been implemented to tune and completely erase the FSS of a self-assembled QD, erasing

the FSS of a QD in a photonic structure has not yet been achieved. In this thesis, we

propose and then demonstrate for the first time the tuning of the FSS for a InAsP QD in a

tapered InP nanowire by applying a quadrupole electric field.

Out of all the post-growth perturbation based FSS erasing techniques, electric fields,

and stress fields have been the most successful ones in erasing the FSS of a self-assembled

quantum dot. However, implementing them on a nanowire quantum dot source is not

a straightforward solution to its FSS problem. Stress field techniques are difficult to

implement on a nanowire quantum dot source due to the thick nanowire shell around

the quantum dot, where most of the applied external stress field relaxes and therefore

doesn’t reach the embedded quantum dot. The electric field on the other hand is known for

reducing the e-h overlap and therefore if implemented in its conventional form will reduce
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the QD brightness while erasing its FSS. Moreover, both stress and electric field techniques

require multiple perturbation axes to erase the FSS of a quantum dot with any possible

dipole orientation or macroscopic asymmetry. We overcame these problems by developing

a novel approach of applying a quadrupole electric field along the plane of an embedded

quantum dot inside the nanowire. We show theoretically that a quadrupole electric field

corrects for the spatial asymmetry of the excitonic wave function for any quantum dot

dipole orientation (θ = 0°, 10°, 20°) inside a nanowire and completely erases its fine structure

splitting from 11 µeV to 0.05 µeV while maintaining a strong e-h overlap (β = 99%, 90%

for a dot with θ = 0°, 20°) even after applying a correction quadrupole electric field.

To experimentally demonstrate our theory we fabricated two prototypes of electrically

gated InAsP/InP QD nanowire devices, with four metal gates precisely positioned around

an individual InAsP quantum dot inside a vertically standing InP nanowire. The electro-

optical characterization of an electrically gated nanowire quantum dot device shows the

FSS tuning from 7 µeV to 4 µeV by application of a quadrupole electric field.

Although we have achieved a FSS tuning in nanowire device, tuning and completely

erasing the FSS of a nanowire device will require a significant improvement in the fabricated

device design. This will require reducing the dimension of the metal gates and aligning it

perfectly to touch the sidewalls of the vertical nanowires. We also observed the degradation

in the QD emission while exposing it to 100 kV e-beam. Therefore, we propose a bottom-up

approach of fabricating the device by first patterning the metal gates by e-beam lithography

on a wafer and then selectively growing the nanowire QD source at its center by the

conventional site-selected VLS growth method. In principle, such an electrically gated

device will erase the FSS of a nanowire quantum dot source and will bring it closer to

becoming a deterministic source of entangled photons with near-unity fidelity and collection

efficiency.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

The generation of photon entanglement is of fundamental importance to quantum

information and communication [1]. Currently, in these applications, entangled photon

pairs are most commonly produced with parametric down-conversion in a non-linear crystal

with near-perfect entanglement fidelity [2]. Owing to their near-perfect entanglement fidelity

these sources have long been used in many ground-breaking quantum optics experiments,

secure quantum communication and also in addressing fundamental questions in quantum

mechanics [3, 4, 5]. However, these sources are Poissonian, which means that they are

probabilistic and most of the pulses are empty when operating with near 100 % entanglement

fidelity. At higher brightness, multiple photons are emitted in the process due to their

probabilistic nature, resulting in a rapidly decreasing entanglement fidelity. The extra

emitted photon is undesirable as it can be utilized by an eavesdropper, thereby compromising

the security of quantum communication. This limits such sources to operate at a source
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efficiency below 1 % to maintain near-unity entanglement fidelity. Furthermore, these

systems are incompatible with large scale integration as they are driven by complex lasers

and optical tools. Semiconductor QDs can overcome these challenges as they generate single

pairs of entangled photons on demand [6], have the potential to reach near-unity source

fidelity and efficiency [7], are scalable [8] and can be easily integrated into semiconductor

devices [9, 10]. These qualities of QDs as an ideal source for entangled photons pairs have

attracted a lot of research in this field over the last decade.

An ideal solid-state QD-based entangled photon source should emit a pair of indis-

tinguishable photons on-demand. ‘On-demand’ here means that the source should emit

photons every time we activate it. Semiconductor quantum dots emit entangled photons

on-demand; however, typically used QD are embedded in a three-dimensional semiconductor

matrix with high refractive index. As a result the quantum dot emission is isotropic in

all directions, thus limiting its collection efficiency to a fraction of a percent. For this

purpose, QDs have been integrated into photonic nanowires [9] and micro-pillar cavities

[11] to increase their collection efficiency. However, two major challenges remain before

these QD sources can be used as a reliable entangled photon source in quantum optics

experiments and various applications such as in secure quantum communication. First, is

the degradation in the photon indistinguishably —this degradation is due to a fluctuating

charge environment around the quantum dot [12]. Second, is the FSS [13] between the

two bright exciton states, it reveals the which-path information in the biexciton-exciton

cascade[14] and degrades the measured entanglement fidelity.

The first challenge is addressed via resonant excitation of the QD, it suppresses the

charge noise around the QD, thereby, enhancing the indistinguishability of single photons

to near-unity [6]. To overcome the long-standing problem of FSS, several QD growth

techniques have been developed [15, 16, 17, 18], but reducing FSS below the exciton
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radiative lifetime energy (∼ 1µeV ) remains a significant challenge. Hence, many post-

growth techniques have been developed to minimize the FSS, such as the application of

electric fields [19, 20], strain fields [21], magnetic fields [22, 23] and a combination of strain

and electric fields [24, 25]. These post-growth compensation techniques have been fairly

successful in addressing the challenge of FSS tuning. The next significant step, is to apply

these FSS compensation techniques to bright QD sources in photonic structures[9, 11].

Electric and stress field perturbations are by far the leading techniques for FSS compen-

sation. Both of them can be implemented by fabricating micro-structures around the QD.

Moreover, an electric field can also suppress the charge noise around the QD. However,

strain compensation techniques are difficult to implement on photonic nanowire structures

[9, 26] as the stress relaxes over a length scale of ≈ 100 nm [27] in the nanowire and

therefore does not reach the QD. An electric field on the other hand reduces the brightness

of the QD since it reduces the e-h overlap as the electron and hole is separated by the

applied electric field [20]. Therefore, a novel device design and a perturbation approach are

required that can address the challenge of compensating the FSS for a QD in a photonic

nanowire [9] and micropillar cavity [11] without compromising its brightness.

In this thesis, we propose and demonstrate a novel electrical device that can tune the

FSS of a single InAsP/InP nanowire quantum dot entangled photon source [8, 9] by applying

a quadrupole electric field in the plane of the QD. The nanowire acts as a waveguide for

directional QD emission and the tapered nanowire geometry enhances the photon collection

efficiency at the nanowire top by reducing total-internal reflection [28]. They are grown by

a selected area VLS growth [29] technique. Therefore, we can control the coordinates of

each nanowire quantum dot entangled photon source. The underlying theory for tuning

the FSS of a quantum dot by a quadrupole electric field has been discussed in detail in our

theoretical proposal [30]. We have proposed that a quadrupole electric field can erase the
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FSS of the quantum dot for any dipole orientation, while maintaining a strong e-h overlap

and therefore the quantum dot brightness. Based on our theoretical modeling we developed,

we have fabricated a vertical nanowire with four electrical gates surrounding the quantum

dot and demonstrated the tuning of the nanowire quantum dot FSS by application of a

quadrupole electric field. In principle, such an electrical device would erase the FSS of the

nanowire quantum dot and bring it closer to becoming a deterministic source of entangled

photons with near-unity efficiency and fidelity.

1.2 Photon Entanglement

Quantum entanglement is an intriguing phenomenon first proposed by Schrödinger [31]

in 1935 to describe the state of a quantum system which cannot be describe as a product of

its subsystems, for a bipartite system that is,

|Ψab〉 6= |Ψa〉 ⊗ |Ψb〉 (1.1)

This means that a state of a system |Ψab〉 cannot be written as a tensor product of its two

constituent pure states |Ψa〉 and |Ψb〉. An example of such a state is |φ〉 = 1√
2
(|↑↓〉+ |↓↑〉)

for a system of two photons where ↑, ↓ are the two possible polarization states in its

computational basis. Quantum entanglement describes a strong correlation between the

quantum states that could not be achieved by any classically correlated states. Experimental

realization of an entangled photon pair has been used in experiments to demonstrate

the quantum nature of its polarization correlations [32]. These polarization-entangled

photon sources have been used in many ground-breaking experiments to confirm quantum

predictions [33, 34] and disprove semi-classical theories such as the violation of Bell inequality
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the origin to the surface of the sphere. |0〉 = H, |1〉 = V are the eigenstates in the computational

basis, |R〉 / |L〉 = 1√
2
(|0〉 ± i |1〉) in the circular basis and |±〉 = |D〉 / |A〉 = 1√

2
(|0〉 ± |1〉) in the

circular basis

to exclude a local realistic description [35, 2]. Therefore, from the early stage on, photon

entanglement became an essential tool both in theory and experimental quantum physics.

We will keep our discussion for photon entanglement to two particles, but this definition

can be extended to multi-particle systems. Polarization encoded qubit of a single photon

can be represented graphically on a Bloch sphere as shown in Fig. 1.1 and it can take

values that are in a superposition of its two eigenstates |0〉 and |1〉:

|Ψ〉 = α |0〉+ β |1〉 (1.2)

where α and β can be any complex numbers which satisfies |α|2 + |β|2 = 1. The polarization

state of a single photon can be mapped to this Bloch sphere by a vector that points towards
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the three orthonormal planes representing three basis, these are:

|H〉 = |0〉 , |V 〉 = |1〉

|D〉 =
1√
2

(|0〉+ |1〉), |A〉 =
1√
2

(|0〉 − |1〉)

|R〉 =
1√
2

(|0〉+ i |1〉), |L〉 =
1√
2

(|0〉 − i |1〉)

(1.3)

These basis for a polarization state of light is called |H〉 |V 〉 linear, |A〉 |D〉 diagonal

and |R〉 |L〉 circular.

The combined state of two photonic qubits has eigenstates in a four-dimensional Hilbert

space. The two photon state can be projected onto four special maximally entangled Bell

states: ∣∣φ+
〉
12

=
1√
2

(|H〉1 |H〉2 + |V 〉1 |V 〉2)∣∣φ−〉
12

=
1√
2

(|H〉1 |H〉2 − |V 〉1 |V 〉2)∣∣ψ+
〉
12

=
1√
2

(|H〉1 |V 〉2 + |V 〉1 |H〉2)∣∣ψ−〉
12

=
1√
2

(|H〉1 |V 〉2 − |V 〉1 |H〉2)

(1.4)

These bell states cannot be written as a product of two single photon states. If the

two parties say Alice and Bob share a pair of photons that are entangled in the Bell state

|φ+〉, both Alice and Bob can independently perform measurements on their photons and

share the information among themselves to verify the correlations. Now if Alice chooses

to measure her photon in a linear basis she will get |H〉 or |V 〉 with equal probability.

However, Alice’s measurement will cause the state to collapse in either of the two |φ+〉

states |H〉 |H〉 or |V 〉 |V 〉. Therefore, Bob’s measurement would certainly result in the same

as Alice if he chooses the linear basis. However. the |φ+〉 state can be rewritten into the
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diagonal and circular basis as follows:∣∣φ+
〉

=
1√
2

(|H〉1 |H〉2 + |V 〉1 |V 〉2) =
1√
2

(|D〉1 |D〉2 + |A〉1 |A〉2) =

1√
2

(|R〉1 |L〉2 + |L〉1 |R〉2)
(1.5)

Therefore, Alice and Bob will observe a correlation in their measurements if they both

choose a linear and diagonal basis, and they will get anti-correlations if they choose a

circular basis. The possible combination of measurements that can be performed by Alice

and Bob are summarised in Table. 1.1. This strong correlation among the shared qubits

could not be achieved for any state prepared by a classical machine.

State: |φ+〉 Alice choice of Basis Bob choice of Basis Measurement results

1 linear linear correlated

2 diagonal diagonal correlated

3 circular circular anti-correlated

... No correlation for the other combination of Basis

Table 1.1: Measurement results for different choices of basis by Alice and Bob

Moreover, both Alice and Bob can independently apply a local unitary Pauli operation

to their photons to change the state from one Bell state to another. For example, Alice can

change the state from |φ+〉 to |φ−〉 by applying a σz Pauli operator to her qubit, similarly,

she can change it to the other Bell states by applying σx and σy operators, respectively.

Therefore, the entanglement is preserved under these unitary operations.

These maximally entangled Bell states are special cases and it is difficult to produce

these states experimentally. However, these states are used as a benchmark to calculate

the entanglement fidelity of an experimentally produced state. Fidelity gives the measure
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of how easily the two quantum states can be confused. Therefore, a given two-qubit state

ψ with a density matrix ρ = |ψ〉 〈ψ| will have a fidelity to the other state φ with density

matrix σ = |φ〉 〈φ| as follows:

F (ρ, σ) ≡ tr

√
ρ

1
2σρ

1
2 (1.6)

Generally, the reference state φ is chosen as one of the Bell states and the reference state

ψ can have a fidelity between 0-1 depending on how indistinguishable they are. Another

way of quantifying the degree of entanglement is by measuring its concurrence, it quantifies

the separability of a state. Bell states are not separable, hence, they have a high concurrence

value. To estimate the concurrence of an entangled system (ρ = |ψ〉 〈ψ|), with a spin flipped

state (
∣∣∣ψ̃〉 = σy |ψ〉) and a density matrix ρ̃ = (σy ⊗ σy)ρ∗(σy ⊗ σy). The concurrence is

given by the overlap between the original state and its spin-flipped state [36] as,

C(ρ) = |〈ψ|ψ̃〉| (1.7)

where σy is the Pauli matrix.

1.3 Entangled photon sources: State-of-the-art

The field of entangled photon sources has been developing rapidly over the last few

decades. Entangled photon pairs were first realized from atomic emissions [33] in the early

1970’s, but the major breakthrough in this field came with the arrival of SPDC sources [37].

In such SPDC sources, the coherent pulses of the laser are incident on a non-linear crystal

and subsequently down-converted into a pair of photons, called idler and signal, according

to the conservation of energy and momentum. Therefore, they are strongly correlated in

time and exhibit high polarization entanglement fidelity. Moreover, the detection of an
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idler photon can turn the signal photon into a heralded single photon. Therefore, these

sources became the most preferred sources for quantum optics experiments [3, 4, 5] since

its inception. However, the wish-list for ideal entangled photon sources expanded over

time with the emergence of novel quantum communication protocols [38], linear optical

quantum computing [39] and the proposal for building a long-distance secure quantum

internet network [40] with quantum repeaters. These new avenues of quantum technologies

require an entangled photon source with the following desired properties:

• High entanglement fidelity: emitted photon pair should have a near-unity entangle-

ment fidelity.

• On-demand: 100 % excitation and collection efficiency.

• Low multiphoton emission: One, and only one, photon pair should be emitted from

each trigger.

• Indistinguishability: The successive photons emitted from the source should be

indistinguishable from each other in all degrees of freedom. i.e., energy, coherence

length, line-width, polarization, etc. This is a requirement for performing many

quantum communication and computing protocols.

• Tunable: Entanglement swapping in quantum repeater and linear optical quantum

computing protocols requires interfering photons from different sources. Therefore, it

is desirable to have sources with tunable energy, coherence length, linewidth, etc.

• High-brightness: A source with a high rate of photon-pairs is desirable for overcoming

the environmental noise and channel losses. In quantum key distribution (QKD), it

would allow a higher key generation rate and the transmission of the photons over

longer distances.
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• Fourier limited photon: The emitted photons should be monochromatic and should

not have any inhomogeneous broadening.

• Gaussian mode: In order to efficiently couple the photons to a single-mode optical

fiber the emitted photon should have a Gaussian mode.

• Scalable: The sources should be compact and scalable; position controlled and can be

integrated on a semiconductor chip.

As discussed in the motivation section, entangled photon sources based on SPDC

are Poissonian and therefore have a fundamental limitation in reaching an on-demand

performance. In figure 1.2 we plot the entanglement fidelity versus the pair collection

efficiency at the first lens, for state-of-art SPDC sources, blue circles. The minimum

entanglement fidelity required to violate Bell’s inequality is given by the green dashed line

in figure 1.2. Even higher entanglement is needed for secure communication. For example,

the blue dashed line in figure 1.2 indicates the minimum calculated fidelity required to

ensure a secure key is transferred. However, in practice due to losses and noise in the

channel a much higher entanglement fidelity is needed (>95%, red dashed line in figure 1.2).

In order to overcome this limitation, there has been extensive research going on in the field

of semiconductor quantum dot sources. Quantum dot-based sources have the potential of

becoming an ideal entangled photon source required by many novel quantum technologies.

However, the first generation of QD sources, self-assembled QD [50, 51] suffered from a

very low photon collection efficiency since they were embedded in a high refractive index

material. As a result, the photons are emitted isotropically in all directions. In addition,

the photons that make its way towards the top experience a strong total internal reflection

at the semiconductor-air interface and only a very small fraction of them can be extracted

to the collection optics. In figure 1.2 the performance of many recent self-assembled QD
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Figure 1.2: Comparison of entanglement fidelity versus collection efficiency at the

first lens for SPDC and different quantum dot-based entangled photon sources. Per-

formance of: SPDC sources (blue circles); self-assembled QD sources (black triangles); QDs in

different nanostructures including a photonic cavity (black square), optical antenna and Bragg’s

bull’s eye cavity (black circle with cross), Bragg’s circular resonator cavity (blue circle with cross)

and photonic nanowire as used in this thesis (red circle with cross). Pair collection efficiency of

1 means 100 % probability of collection the entangled photon pairs at the first lens. The black

dashed line indicates the theoretical upper limit for the performance of SPDC sources. The lower

limit of the entanglement fidelity required to violate the Bell’s inequality and performing quantum

key distribution is shown by green dashed line, blue dashed line (theoretical QKD limit) and red

dashed line (practical QKD limit) respectively. The red arrow depicts the projection of where we

want to take the performance of our nanowire QD sources with this work. This figure is adapted

and modified from figure 6. in [49]
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sources are plotted, black triangle, whereby they all show a very low collection efficiency.

However, significant advances have been made in terms of their performance, Huber et al.

showed a near-unity ∼ 0.98 entanglement fidelity [45], and Trotta et al. have achieved an

independent tuning of the QD FSS and the emission energy [52, 53].

In order to address the issue of collection efficiency the QD have been integrated into

photonic structures. Dousse et al. [11] was the first to show the extraction of entangled

photon pairs for a QD in a photonic micropillar cavity structure and succeeded in achieving

the extracting efficiency of 0.12 per pulse with an entanglement fidelity of 67 %, it is plotted

by the black square in figure 1.2. Muller et.al [6] have achieved a near-unity (∼ 0.98) pair

generation with a very low mutliphoton emission, g2(0) = 7.5e− 5 from the photonic cavity.

Somaschi et al. [54] engineered the charge environment of the QD embedded in a micropillar

cavity by an external electric field to achieve near-unity photon indistinguishability (∼ 0.99)

through resonant optical excitation. QD have also been very recently integrated with

a broadband antenna [47], and bull’s eye cavity [48] to achieve a remarkable collection

efficiency of 0.365 and 0.375 with a fidelity of 90 %, respectively. These are both plotted by

the black circle with a cross in figure 1.2. Liu et al. [43] have achieved the best performance

for any QD entangled photon source to date with an entanglement fidelity of 88 % and a

pair collection efficiency of 0.65 for a GaAs QD in a broadband photonic nanostructure

consisting of a circular Bragg resonator on a broadband reflector. This result is plotted by

the blue circle with a cross in figure 1.2. Reimer et al. [9] developed the QD in a photonic

nanowire. It was further shown by Bulgarini et al. [55] that the tapered nanowire can

guide the broadband QD emission into a Gaussian mode with a fidelity of 99 %. Fognini et

al. [7] have further achieved the fidelity of 88 % with a pair collection efficiency of 1.63

% from the nanowire QD sources by quasi-resonant excitation. In that work, they have

further shown that with resonant excitation and detection system with ultra-low timing
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jitter and dark counts it’s possible to achieve unity entanglement. The performance of the

QD nanowire source is plotted by a red circle with a cross in figure 1.2. The red arrow

on the figure 1.2 depicts the projection of where we want to take the performance of our

nanowire QD sources by erasing its FSS. However, with an optimized tapering (2°) and

the integration of mirror below the nanowire source, a near unity pair (0.94) collection

efficiency could be achieved.

1.4 Thesis overview

In chapter 2, we describe the background and fundamentals of an InAsP quantum

dot in an InP nanowire waveguide. This includes the band structure, optical transitions,

and biexciton-exciton cascade that leads to a pair of polarization-entangled photons. It

is followed by the discussion on the waveguiding effect of an InP nanowire that effiently

guides the quantum dot photons in the desired direction and the theoretical origin of FSS

in the QD: anisotropic exchange interaction.

In chapter 3, we propose our device design through which we can apply a quadrupole

electric field to the QD inside the nanowire. We then present the theoretical simulations

for the device to show its response to an applied external quadrupole and lateral electric

field. Finally, we show that such a device can correct and erase the FSS of a QD for any

dipole orientation while preserving the QD brightness.

In chapter 4, we present the fabrication recipes of an electrically gated vertical nanowire

device with four gates surrounding the nanowire quantum dot. We present the fabrication

steps for two types of devices. In the first generation of devices, metal gates were fabricated

by patterning the photoresist by UV lithography, and in the second generation of devices,
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metal gates were fabricated by patterning the photoresist by e-beam lithography in order

to achieve a closer spacing of the electrical gates.

In chapter 5, we present optical and electrical measurements performed on our devices.

We performed micro-PL and power dependent-micro-PL to identify the exciton and biexciton

transitions for the UV device. Next, we performed polarization-dependent micro-PL to

measure its intrinsic FSS value (7 µeV ). Finally, we show that we can tune the FSS of our

device by applying a quadrupole electric field to 4 µeV , before our device starts leaking

current. We also measured the FSS of the same device as a function of lateral electric field

and showed that we can reduce the FSS to 5 µeV . This lower bound of FSS is expected in

our theoretical model when the dipole orientation of the QD is not aligned with our metal

gates. However, we were limited by an electrical leakage in our device to further reduce

the FSS. We then present the micro-PL measurements performed on the e-beam device.

In chapter 6, we summarise all of our results, discuss the strategies to overcome the

current limitations of our device, and provide an outlook for future research in this field.
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Chapter 2

Quantum dot in a Nanowire:

Fundamentals

In this chapter, we will discuss the fundamental properties of a quantum dot in a

nanowire. We will start by discussing the band structure of the QD and the quantum

confinement of the charge carriers inside the QD that leads to discrete energy shells. Then

we will discuss the optical selection rules, that govern the QD emission spectrum and the

biexciton-exciton cascade in its s-shell, which produces a pair of polarization-entangled

photons. It is followed by the discussion on the waveguiding effect of an InP nanowire

and how it suppresses the total internal reflection at its top due to its tapered geometry.

Finally, we present the theory of anisotropic exchange interaction that couples the spin of

electron and hole in an exciton and causes an energy splitting between the neutral exciton

states known as FSS.
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2.1 Band structure and quantum confinement in quan-

tum dots

Semiconducting quantum dot’s are nanostructures where a low bandgap materials eg.

GaAs, InAsP, are embedded inside a higher bandgap materials eg. AlGaAs, InP. Due to

the Type-I bandgap alignment, the nanoscale region of a low bandgap material forms a

three-dimensional confinement potential for the electrons and holes. In this chapter, we

will keep our discussion to the wurtzite InAsP/InP (quantum dot/nanowire) structure

with cylindrical geometry. However, the underlying physics can also be applied to the

other III-V group direct bandgap semiconductor quantum dots, with different geometries

(hexagonal, triangular, etc.).

Let us start by discussing the DOS of material and how does it change when we reduce

its dimensions (quantum confinement) along its different directions. In Fig. 2.1 (a-d), we

could see how the DOS of material changes from a continuum (bulk) to discreet energy

(quantum dot), as we reduce its dimensions (across its three axes) below its carriers Bohr

radius (a0). The discreet energy levels of the quantum dot can be numerically computed

by performing atomistic calculations and taking into account the many-body effect of all

its atoms(106). However, this requires a lot of computing time and resources. Therefore,

we will use an effective mass approach [56] to analytically calculate its energy levels. The

main parameters that are required for this calculations are the bandgap values, effective

masses of electron (m∗e), heavy-hole (m∗hh), and the light-hole (m∗lh) of InP and InAsxP1−x

quantum dot with a ternary variable x (values between 0 and 1). The ternary variable x is

the doping concentration of As in the quantum dot and its typical value is around 0.25.

The effective mass for the quantum dot is calculated by linear interpolation of InP and

InAs effective masses, m∗i,Inp(1−X) +m∗i,InAsX, i = e,hh,lh, and the growth direction for
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Figure 2.1: Plots for density of states vs energy for a material with a confinement

along its different dimensions: (a) Bulk. (b) 1D confinement (quantum well). (c) 2D

confinement (quantum wire). (d) 3D confinement (quantum dot).

the QD is considered to be along the z-axis.

A typical InAsP quantum dot in a nanowire has a height of 4-8 nm and a diameter of

20-30 nm. In Fig.2.2 (a) we sketch the schematic of a typical disc shape InAsP quantum

dot inside a InP nanowire. In this geometry, the axial confinement along the z-direction is

much stronger than the radial direction. Hence, we can treat the confinement along the

axial (z) direction and radial direction (r, θ) separately. In the z-direction, the energy level

can be calculated by treating the quantum dot as a finite potential well of a width h. For a

quantum dot with h ≤ 10 nm only a single energy level is confined in the conduction the

valance band for the electron and holes as shown in Fig 2.2 (b) [57]. A heavy-hole form the

ground state of valance band since they have lower confinement energy due to their heavier
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electron:

hole:

≈ 1.38 eV ≈ 1.20 eV ≈ 0.1.49 eV

Conduction Band 

Valence Band 

InP InPInAsP

d ≈ 20-30 nm

h ≈ 4-8 nm

≈ 200-300 nm

InAsP

InP

(a) (b)

Figure 2.2: Geometry and Bandgap: (a) Sketch of a disk shaped InAsP quantum dot of

height h and dimeter d embedded inside a InP nanowire. (b) A band structure of an InAs0.25P0.75

quantum dot inside the InP nanowire when only a strong confinement along its z direction is

considered.

effective mass. However, the weaker lateral confinement (d>h) further splits this single

confined energy levels into sublevels. The lateral confinement potential can be modeled

as a two-dimensional harmonic oscillator, V(r) = 1
2
m∗ωr, where m∗ is the effective mass

of the carriers and ω is the conduction or valence band harmonic oscillator frequency [57].

In the absence of an external magnetic field this potential can be analytically solved to

give energy eigenstates, En,l = (2n+ |l|+ 1)~ωe/h known as Fock-Darwin states. Here, n

(=0,1,2,..) is the radial quantum number, l (= 0, ±1, ±2,...) is the angular momentum

quantum number of the oscillator and ~ωe/h is the confinement energy for the electron/hole.

Each energy shell can be occupied by two carriers of the opposite spin due to the Pauli

exclusion principle. By the convention of atomic physics the ground state E0,0 is named as
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(n,l) = (0,0)

(n,l) = (0,-1), (0,+1)

(n,l) = (0,-2), (1,0), (0,+2)

s-shell

p-shell

d-shell

Conduction Band

Figure 2.3: Two dimensional harmonics oscillator shell model: Electrons in a conduction

band with energy levels and spin degeneracy indicated by radial quantum number (n) and angular

momentum quantum number (l).

the s-shell, the degenerate energy levels E0,−1, E0,+1 as p-shell and the degenerate energy

levels E0,−2, E1,0, E0,2 are named as d-shell, refer Fig. 2.3. The energy separation between

these shells can be calculated by the following formula [57],

∆Es−p = ~
√

2∆Ec
me

1

R
(2.1)

where, ∆Ec is the conduction band offset, me is the electron effective mass, and R is the

radius of the quantum dot.

2.2 Optical Transitions

The optical transitions between the discreet energy levels of the quantum dot are gov-

erned by the optical selection rules. According to this selection rule, the angular momentum

should be preserved in the electron-hole recombination and the photon generation. The

total angular momentum of the carriers in the band is given by, J = Lband + L + S, where

Lband is the angular momentum of the band, L is the orbital angular momentum of the
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Figure 2.4: Energy band structure of the quantum dot and the allowed optical

transitions between its ground states: (a) Energy Vs momentum band structure of quantum

dot. The conduction band has only one band for jz = 1/2, while the valance band has three bands

for heavy-hole, light-hole and split-off bands. j = 1/2 and j = 3/2 bands are separated in energies

by ∆So and j =3/2 band is further splitted into heavy-hole (jz = 3/2) and light-hole (jz = 1/2)

by ∆hh−lh. (b) Allowed optical transitions (∆l = 0) between the QD conduction and valance

band. Arrows with different color represent the transitions between different shells (s-shell = blue,

p-shell = red, d-shell = green).

orbital in the shell originating from the Fock-Darwin states and S is the carriers spin angular

momentum. The total angular momentum J can be represented by the quantum number j

and its z-component jz ∈ {−j,−j + 1, ..., j − 1, j} , similarly, the quantum number of the

spin is s, with its z-component sz ∈ {−s,−s+ 1
2
, ..., s− 1

2
, s}.

In the InP, the electron at the conduction band minima occupies the s-like orbitals i.e.

Lband = 0, while hole at the minima of valence band occupies p-like orbital i.e. Lband = 1.

The spin angular momentum is 1
2

for both electron and holes. Hence, the total angular
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momentum for the s-shell (L = 0) electron will be, j = s = 1
2

and jz = {−1
2
,+1

2
}, for hole,

J = Lband + S, j = {|lband+s|, |lband−s|} = {3
2
, 1
2
} with jz = {−3

2
,−1

2
, 1
2
, 3
2
}, jz = {−1

2
,+1

2
}

respectively.

The hole state, J = 1
2

is separated in energy from J = 3
2

due to the spin-orbit interaction

(∆so ≈ 100 meV’s for InAsP Q.D.), and is known as split-off band. The J = 3
2

is further

split into two bands, jz = {+1
2
,−1

2
} (light-hole) and jz = {+3

2
,−3

2
} (heavy-hole). These

bands are degenerate in bulk InAsP. However, in InAsP Q.D. the degeneracy of these

bands are lifted due to the quantum confinement owing to a different effective masses

(m∗hh > m∗lh) of hole in these bands and the strain. The Energy vs Momentum (k) band

structure of the InAsP quantum dot is shown in the Fig. 2.4 (a). The conduction band

has the single jz = ±1
2

electron state. While, the valence band has three separate bands

heavy-hole, light-hole and the split-off band. The heavy-hole (jz = ±3
2
) and light-hole

(jz = ±1
2
) bands are separated by ten’s of meV’s (∆hh−lh) and the split-off is separated

from the J = 3
2

band by hundred’s of meV’s (∆so). Hence, we can neglect the split-off band

and light-hole band while considering the ground state transitions of the quantum dots.

The ground state transitions will be between jz = ±1
2

electron band and jz = ±3
2

heavy

hole band.

The angular momentum of the circularly polarized photon is ±~ and its spin is one.

Hence, the selection rule for an electron-hole recombination should be,

∆jz = ±1,

∆s = 0,
(2.2)

Since, the Lband in J takes care of ∆jz = ±1, the transitions between electron and hole

are only allowed when ∆l = 0 for shells. In Figure. 2.4. (b) the allowed optical transitions
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Figure 2.5: Emission spectrum InAsP/InP nanowire quantum dot source:(a) A broad-

band emission spectrum from a InAsP/InP QD nanowire quantum dot source when excited at

632 nm. The emission at 830 nm corresponds to the wutzite InP nanowire and the emission lines

at 895 blongs to the QD s-shell emissions. (b) A high resolution spectrum of the zoomed in region

of (a) indicated by dotted box. The three emission lines exciton (X), biexciton (XX) and charged

exciton (X−) corresponds to the InAsP QD s-shell emission

between the different shells of conduction and valance band are shown schematically by

an arrow. In Fig. 2.5 (a) we show a typical emission spectrum from a InP/InAsP QD

nanowire quantum dot source when it is excited by continuous HeNe laser at 632 nm. The

emission peak at 830 nm corresponds to the wurtzite InP nanowire bandgap transition [29],

while emission peaks around 895 nm are from InAsP s-shell (ground state) transitions. In

Fig. 2.5 (b) we show the high-resolution spectrum of the zoomed-in region of Fig. 2.5 (a),
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shown by the dotted box. The three emission lines are for exciton (X), biexciton (XX), and

the charged negative exciton (X−) respectively. A standard way of identifying the emission

lines is by performing power and polarization-dependent measurements. The exciton and

biexciton has a linear and quadratic dependence on an excitation power respectively, while

the charged exciton has no dependence on the linear polarization, unlike exciton and

biexciton transitions.

2.3 Biexciton-Exciton Cascade

The energy shells in the conduction and valance band can accommodate two carriers

each, of an opposite spin. These charge carriers interact with each other via Coulombic

interaction’s and emits photons when electron-hole recombination takes place . The

conduction band electron and valance band hole forms the bound state of a quasi-particle

known as excitons, |X〉. In this way, quantum dot can be thought of as a hydrogen-like

artificial atom with exciton |X〉 as an excited state. The ground state transitions for the

quantum dot will be between conduction band electrons, jz ∈ {+1
2
(↑),−1

2
(↓)} and valance

band heavy-holes, jz ∈ {+3
2
(⇑),−3

2
(⇓)}. The four possible exciton states can be written as,

|+1〉 = |↓⇑〉 =

∣∣∣∣−1

2

〉
e

+

∣∣∣∣+3

2

〉
h

|−1〉 = |↑⇓〉 =

∣∣∣∣+1

2

〉
e

+

∣∣∣∣−3

2

〉
h

|+2〉 = |↑⇑〉 =

∣∣∣∣+1

2

〉
e

+

∣∣∣∣+3

2

〉
h

|−2〉 = |↓⇓〉 =

∣∣∣∣−1

2

〉
e

+

∣∣∣∣−3

2

〉
h

(2.3)

According, to the optical selection rule from equation. 2.2, only two states |+1〉 , |−1〉,
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out of these four state can lead to the emission of photons, these are called bright states.

The remaining states, |+2〉 , |−2〉 are optically forbidden and are called dark excitons.

The recombination process in the s-shell will start with the two electrons in the con-

duction band and two holes in the valance band, this state is called the bi-exciton state,

|XX〉. This process will be followed by the recombination of the remaining exciton, |X〉.

The energies of the emitted bi-exciton (EXX) and exciton (EX) photons can be written in

terms of the free particle energies (Ee, Eh) and the coulombic interactions (Vee, Veh, Vhh)

between the electrons and holes states as the following,

EX = Ee + Eh − Veh (2.4)

EXX = 2Ee + 2Eh + Vee + Vhh − 2Veh (2.5)

The coulombic interaction can be represented in a general form for any two states as,

Vij =
e2

4πε
〈ψiψj|

1

ri − rj
|ψiψj〉 (2.6)

In general, the hole is much more bound due to its heavier mass. Hence, Vhh > Veh > Vee

from equation. 2.6. The difference between the energies of biexciton and exciton (EXX−EX)

photons is known as biexciton binding energy. The biexcition binding energy can be positive

or negative depending on the sign of the term, Vee + Vhh− 2Veh . Therefore, a quantum dot

can have a biexciton photon at a higher as well as lower energy than the exciton photon.

The sequence of biexciton-exciton cascade will be,

|XX〉 → |X〉 → |00〉 (2.7)

This two-step process is shown schematically in the figure. 2.6. There are two possible

paths for this cascade. The |XX〉 photon can be right circularly polarised (jz = +1) or
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Figure 2.6: Biexciton-Exciton Cascade: The recombination process will take place through

one of the two indistinguishable paths shown in the figure, depending on which pair of e-h

recombines first. The final cascade state, 1
2(|RL〉+ |LR〉), will be a superposition of these two

paths.

left circularly polarised (jz = +1) depending on the angular momentum of the exciton

that recombines first. The remaining exciton will then subsequently recombine to emit

the photon with an orthogonal polarization to the biexciton photon. Since there is no way

to know which exciton will recombine first, these two paths are indistinguishable to each

other and will emit the pairs of polarization-entangled photons [14], with the following

quantum state,

|ψ〉 =
1

2
(|RL〉+ |LR〉) (2.8)
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Figure 2.7: Sketch of a typical InP/InAsP nanowire quantum dot source: InP nanowire

height h, diameter d and a tapering angle θ. A plot on the left maps the effective refractive index

of the InP nanowire as function of its height from its top.

2.4 Nanowire as a waveguide

The InP nanowire not only provides the confining potential for electron and hole, but it

also acts as a waveguide for the emitted photon when electron-hole recombination takes

place. A conventional self-assembled QD suffer from low collection efficiency due to the

isotropic emission profile of photons. The tapered nanowire geometry of the nanowire

quantum dot source as shown in Fig. 2.7, overcome this problem by coupling the quantum

dot emission to the fundamental waveguide mode of the nanowire and its tapered geometry

at the top suppress the total-internal reflection at the semiconductor-air interface [28, 55].

These sources are fabricated through the VLS chemical beam epitaxy method (bottom-

up approach)[29] [58]. The site selected growth allows the precise control over the quantum

dot geometry and its placement on the axis of nanowire. Therefore, the optimal design,
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couples the quantum dot emission to the fundamental mode HE11 of the cylindrical InP

waveguide. Hence, the spontaneous emission rate Γ11 should be maximized into HE11 mode

relative to the other higher order emission modes Γ
′
, γ a non guided modes ‘leaky’ and the

γnr non radiative modes. The β11 factor quantifies this,

β11 =
Γ11

Γ11 + Γ′ + γ + γnr
(2.9)

The diameter ‘d’ of the nanowire waveguide as shown in Fig. 2.7 is optimized to reduce

the Γ
′

and γ. For, λ =950 nm, the value of β is ≈ 0.90 for 0.20 <d/λ >0.30 [59]. This way

an optimized nanowire cavity can be designed for any quantum dot emission. The gradual

tapering of the nanowire ensures that the effective refractive index of the nanowire reduces

gradually as the emitted photons travel to the top of the nanowire, as shown in the plot in

Fig. 2.7.

2.5 Anisotropic exchange interaction: FSS

Anisotropic exchange interaction couples the spin of electron and hole and removes the

degeneracy of the exciton state. This is known as fine structure splitting (FSS). Its value

ranges from a few µeV to hundreds of µeV . If this energy splitting exceeds the exciton

line-width (1 µeV ), which-path information is revealed in the Biexciton- Exciton cascade

which degrades the measured entanglement fidelity [60].

The e-h exchange interaction is proportional to the following integral [13],

δex =

∫ ∫
d3red

3rhΨ
∗
X(re, rh)

1

|re − rh|
ΨX(rh, re), (2.10)

where ΨX is the exciton wavefunction and re/rh are the position vector of electron and hole.

This exchange integral can be divided into two parts short and long-range interactions.
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The short-range interaction accounts for the interaction between electron and hole in the

same Wigner-Seitz unit cell. This term is dependent on the symmetry of quantum dot

at the atomistic scale i.e. crystal symmetry. Whereas, the long-range interaction term

accounts for the contributions from electron-hole interaction when they are in a different

Wigner- Seitz unit cells. This term is dependent on the microscopic properties of quantum

dot i.e. shape, geometry.

The Hamiltonian for the short range interaction can be written as following [13],

Hexchange = −(
∑
i=x,y,z

aiJh,iSe,i + biJ
3
h,iSe,i), (2.11)

where, ai and bi are the coupling constant for electron and hole spin (Se,i, Je,i) along

the three dimensions (i = x,y,z). The z direction is considered to be the growth direction

of quantum dot. In III-V quantum dot electron at the conduction band minima has a

total angular momentum of 1/2. While, the hole at the valance band minima has a total

angular momentum of 3/2. Thus, by substituting the Pauli spin 1/2 matrices Se,x, Se,y, Se,z

for electron from Eq. 2.12,2.13,2.14 and 3/2 spin matrices Jh,x, Jh,y, Jh,z for hole from Eq.

2.15,2.16,2.17 into the Hamiltonian in Eq.2.11 we can write the total Hamiltonian for short

range interaction in a form of 8 X 8 matrix as given in Eq. 2.18.

Se,x =

 0 1/2

1/2 0

 (2.12)

Se,y =

 0 −i/2

i/2 0

 (2.13)

Se,z =

1/2 0

0 −1/2

 (2.14)
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Jh,x =


0

√
3/2 0 0

√
3/2 0 1 0

0 1 0
√

3/2

0 0 1
√

3)/2 0

 (2.15)

Jh,y =


0 −i

√
3/2 0 0

i
√

3/2 0 −i 0

0 i 0 −i
√

3/2

0 0 i
√

3)/2 0

 (2.16)

Jh,z =


3/2 0 0 0

0 1/2 0 0

0 0 −1/2 0

0 0 0 −3/2

 (2.17)

Hexchange =


−3az/4− 27bz/16 · · · · · · −3bx/8− 3by/8

...
. . .

...
...

. . . . . .
...

−3bx/8− 3by/8 · · · · · · 3az/4 + 27bz/16

 8× 8 (2.18)

This 8 X 8 matrix for exchange Hamiltonian gives the transition probability for all

the possible transitions between spin 1/2 electron and spin 3/2 hole. However, due to the

heavy-hole (Jh, z = ±3/2) and light-hole (Jh, z = ±1/2) splitting that ranges between few

to tens of meV we can neglect the light-hole transitions. The single particle states for

electron (Se = 1/2, Se,z = ±1/2) and heavy-hole (Jh = 3/2, Jh,z = ±3/2) are then used to

construct exciton wave functions. These states are then coupled together to give a total
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angular momentum |M | = Se,z + Jh,z for the exciton states. Exciton states with |M | = 2

cannot couple to the optical field and are known as dark states (dark exciton). The excitons

with |M | = 1 are optically active (bright-exciton). Therefore, by neglecting light hole

transitions and by considering only the following basis (|1〉 , |−1〉 , |2〉 , |−2〉) for exciton we

can re-write the Hamiltonian for exchange interaction as sub-block of 4 X 4 matrix as the

following,

Hexchange =
1

2


δ0 δ1 0 0

δ1 δ0 0 0

0 0 −δ0 δ2

0 0 δ2 −δ0

 (2.19)

where, δ0 = 1.15(az + 2.25bz), δ1 = 0.75(bx − by) and δ2 = 0.75(bx + by). The diagonal term

of this matrix δ0, is the energy splitting between bright and dark state. The off-diagonal

terms δ1 and δ2 are responsible for the mixing of bright and dark states as well as the

mixing of these states within themselves. For quantum dot with high symmetry (D2d)

bx = by and δ1 = 0, for such quantum dots the eigen states for the bright excitons are |1〉

and |−1〉 . However, quantum dots with lower symmetry than D2d like Cnv group has

δ1 6= 0, then the eigen states of bright excitons are the mixed states:

|+〉 =
1√
2

(|+〉+ |−〉) (2.20)

|−〉 =
1√
2

(|+〉 − |−〉) (2.21)

with, the energy E+ = 1
2
δ0 + 1

2
δ1 and E− = 1

2
δ0 − 1

2
δ1. The long-range interaction(γ0)

only contributes to the bright exciton. It increases the splitting of two bright states

(∆0 = δ+γ0) as well as its mixing (∆1 = δ1 +γ0). The sub-block of the Hamiltonian for the
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Figure 2.8: Biexciton-exciton cascade with a FSS energy splitting ∆0: The eigenstate of

the bright exciton states are linearly polarised due to the finite energy splitting in its intermediate

exciton states. The final state will be 1
2 |HH〉+ 1

2e
i∆0t
2~ |V V 〉

bright exciton state |1〉 and |−1〉 with both short range and long range can be written as,

Hexchange =
1

2

∆0 ∆1

∆1 ∆0

 (2.22)

In Fig. 2.8 we draw the two paths for biexciton-exciton cascade when the two linearly

polarized bright exciton states (|+〉 , |−〉) are split in energy due to the electron-hole exchange

interaction term ∆0 known as the FSS. The contribution of the long-range interaction is

much more than the short-range since γ0 � δ0. It depends on the macroscopic properties

of a quantum dot and is discussed in more detail in the next chapter section. 3.2
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Chapter 3

Proposal for an electrically gated

nanowire quantum dot device

3.1 Proposed electrical device

In this chapter, we propose a novel electric device that can erase the fine structure

splitting of a quantum dot by applying a quadrupole electric field. The device architecture

is shown schematically in Fig. 3.1. It consists of four metal gates aligned along the plane of

quantum dot embedded inside the vertically standing tapered nanowire. Tapered nanowire

allows for a high extraction efficiency of the emitted photons and the four metal gates

are used to apply the quadrupole electric field to erase the fine structure splitting for any

in-plane quantum dot orientation without compromising the electron-hole (e-h) overlap.

Maintaining this strong e-h overlap in a quadrupole field is in stark contrast to previous

electric field implementations to remove the FSS. In previous works, application of a lateral

electric field resulted in the reduction of e-h overlap and a lower brightness of the quantum
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Figure 3.1: Device design: (a) Schematic view of the proposed device architecture consisting

of a single quantum dot in a standing nanowire, dielectric coating and four electrical contacts

in-plane of the quantum dot. (b) Calculated far-field emission profile from the device using a

finite-difference time-domain method in Lumerical, assuming an in-plane dipole on the nanowire

waveguide axis.

dot [61, 62, 63, 64]. A thin dielectric layer assist in electrically isolating the metal gates as

well as bringing them to the plane of the quantum dot that is located few 100 of nm from

the bottom of nanowire. To exhibit the high light extraction efficiency of our proposed

device, we show the calculated far-field emission profile in 3.1 (b). This emission profile

fits to a 2D Gaussian with near-unity overlap (R2 = 99.6), thus demonstrating that the

far-field emission profile is not altered by the gates. The light extraction efficiency for the

device is calculated to be 35 %, which can be tailored towards unity by optimizing the

device architecture including the nanowire shape, removing the dielectric and integrating a

gold mirror at the nanowire base [65, 66].
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3.2 Theory for calculating the FSS

We now present the underlying theory for calculating the FSS. The breaking of the

quantum dot spatial symmetry causes the coupling of electrons and holes via the electron-

hole exchange interaction [13]. The electron-hole exchange interaction can be decomposed

into two parts: short-range (within the wigner-seitz cell) and long-range (outside the wigner-

seitz cell) [13]. The FSS is mainly determined by the long-range exchange interaction

term[67],

δ =

∫ ∫
d3r1d

3r2([φ
h
0(~r2)uv⇓(~r2)]

∗[φe0(~r2)uc↑(~r2)])
∗

× e2

4πεε0|~r1 − ~r2|
([φh0(~r1)uv⇑φ

e
0(~r1)]

∗[φe0(~r1)uc↓(~r1)]),

(3.1)

where φe0(~ri), φ
h
0(~ri) are the wavefunctions for the lowest electron and hole orbitals

as a function of position, ~ri. The Bloch functions of the conduction and valance band

are ucsz ,uvjz , respectively, with the spin of the electron (sz = +1/2 (↑), −1/2 (↓)) and

heavy-hole (jz = +3/2 (⇑), −3/2 (⇓)) resulting in two bright excitonic states of total

angular momentum M = +1(↓,⇑) and M = −1(↑,⇓). To carry out this calculation, we

assume a 3D asymmetric parabolic quantum dot potential. In such a model, the ground

state electron and heavy-hole wavefunctions can be modeled by a Gaussian, φ
e/h
0 (~r) =

( 1

π3/2l
e/h
x l

e/h
y l

e/h
z

)1/2exp{−1
2
[( x

l
e/h
x

)2 + ( y

l
e/h
y

)2 + ( z

l
e/h
z

)2]}. Equation 3.1 is solved analytically,

giving FSS in terms of the relevant material properties, wavefunctions and quantum dot

geometry by the relation[67],

δ = K · β · ξ(1− ξ) · γz
(lehy )3

, (3.2)
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where FSS = 2|δ|; K = 3
√
πe2~2Ep

(4πε0)16
√
2εm0(Eb

g)
2 , is a constant and is dependent on the quantum

dot material properties where Ep and Eb
g are the conduction-valence band interaction

energy and bulk energy gap, respectively, and m0 is the free electron mass; β is the e-h

wavefunction overlap (β = |〈Ψh|Ψe〉|2) where Ψe and Ψh are ground state electron and

heavy-hole wavefunctions; ξ =
lehy
lehx

characterizes the hybridized wavefunction elongation [68];

and the length parameters lehx,y are the spatial extents of the hybridized e-h wavefunction

(Ψeh = ΨhΨe) along the x- and y-axis of the quantum dot; and γz is the parameter for z

confinement. For a quantum dot where the height is much less than its diameter (i.e.,

dz << dx,y), the parameter for z confinement (γz) equals one.

This analytical expression implies that there are two main strategies to minimize the

FSS. The first approach is to reduce the e-h overlap (i.e., β) and the second strategy is

to make the exciton wavefunction symmetric (i.e., tune ξ to 1). However, reducing β will

affect the quantum dot brightness since it minimizes the recombination probability of the

bright exciton state [62]. Hence, the favorable strategy involves the tuning of ξ without

compromising the e-h overlap, β.

3.3 Numerical Simulation

We have performed numerical simulations and calculated the FSS for a GaAs quantum

dot with dot diameter of 30 nm and dot height of 3 nm. The dot is embedded in an

Al0.33Ga0.67As nanowire shell (thickness of 110 nm), which is surrounded by an Al2O3

dielectric layer (thickness of 150 nm). Finally, four gold electrical contacts (width of 200 nm)

are defined in the plane of the quantum dot to apply a quadrupole electric potential. Refer

to Fig.3.1(a) for a schematic view of the proposed device architecture.

To demonstrate that the proposed device allows for FSS correction without compromising
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QD Eb
g (eV) Ep (eV) m∗e (mo) m∗hh (mo) ε

GaAs 1.519 23 0.067 0.5 12.5

InAs0.25P0.75 1.20 20.92 0.061 0.533 14.05

Table 3.1: Material parameters for GaAs and InAs0.25P0.75 quantum dot

the quantum dot brightness, we have performed a numerical simulation using nextnano

[69] to solve the two-dimensional Schrödinger-Poisson equation self-consistently using an

effective mass approximation (refer Appendix B.1). The material parameters used for the

GaAs quantum dot is listed in Table. 3.1. In our calculations, we assume the ground state

is pure heavy-hole. This assumption is in-line with previous theoretical and experimental

results [70, 71] where the ground state is dominantly heavy-hole. Ignoring the third

dimension is justified for strong confinement (γz = 1), where the dot height is much less

than its diameter (i.e., dz << dx,y). In our simple model, we only consider the geometric

quantum dot asymmetry as this is typically the dominant source of FSS [72]. Thus, we have

modified the quantum dot shape from a circle to an ellipse with 7% elongation along the

major axis (i.e., Lx/Ly = 1.07). The ground-state electron and heavy-hole wavefunctions

are then computed from the solution of the two-dimensional Schrödinger-Poisson equation

from which we calculate the hybridized e-h wavefunction. Using equation 3.2, we then

calculate the FSS. For this quantum dot elongation of 7%, the calculated FSS is 11 µeV,

which is typical for quantum dots.

Fig. 3.2 (a) and (e) show a schematic view of the applied quadrupole electric potential

for two different configurations. Configuration 3.3 (a) corresponds to a positive potential

applied to the top and bottom gates, and a negative potential with the same magnitude

applied to the left and right gates, while it’s the opposite for configuration 3.2 (e). Here,

the solid blue and dashed red ellipses represent the single particle wavefunctions of the
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Figure 3.2: Single particle wavefunctions with an applied quadrupole field: (a)

Schematic view of applied quadrupole potential. We use the convention that the top and

bottom gates are positive at +0.5 V and the left and right gates are negative at -0.5 V. The

electron wavefunction is shown schematically in solid blue and hole wavefunction in dashed red.

(b) Calculated 2D electric potential for configuration (a). The black circles represent the edges of

the dielectric (largest), nanowire (medium), and quantum dot (smallest). (c),(d) Calculated 2D

probability density of electron (c) and hole (d) wavefunctions with the configuration from (a). (e)

Schematic view of applied quadrupole potential with polarities reversed with respect to (a) and

magnitude increased to 0.7 V. (f) Calculated electric potential for configuration from (e). (g),(h)

Calculated 2D probability density of electron (g) and hole (h) wavefunction with configuration

from (e). Lx and Ly are the dimensions in the x and y direction of the simulated structure,

whereas ε is the degree of single particle wavefunction elongation of the electron and hole.

electron and hole, respectively, under the applied electric potential. The potential profile is

plotted for these two configurations from the solution of the Schrödinger-Poisson equation

in Fig. 3.2 (b) and (f). The black circles represent the GaAs quantum dot (smallest circle

at center), Al0.33Ga0.67As nanowire (middle circle), and the Al2O3 dielectric shell (largest
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circle). The contour plot of the electric potential shows that it is zero inside of the quantum

dot, which is essential for maintaining a strong e-h overlap of the bright exciton state.

Fig. 3.2 (c) and (d) show the 2D probability densities of the ground state electron

(|Ψe|2) and heavy-hole (|Ψh|2), respectively, for the applied potential configuration from

Fig. 3.2 (a). These plots have been fit with 2D Gaussian functions (refer Appendix B.2)

to extract the standard deviations along their major (σx) and minor (σy) axes, and to

obtain the single particle wavefunction elongation factor, ε = σx/σy. We find that the hole

wavefunction is stretched along the x-axis (ε = 1.17) and is perturbed much more than the

electron wavefunction which is slightly stretched along the y-axis (ε = 0.96). In contrast,

Fig. 3.2 (g) and (h) show the 2D probability densities of the electron and hole, respectively,

for the applied potential configuration from Fig. 3.2 (e). These plots show an opposite

trend to those in Fig. 3.2 (c) and (d): |Ψh|2 is now spread along the y-axis (ε = 0.90)

instead of the x-axis and |Ψe|2 is spread along the x-axis (ε = 1.06) instead of the y-axis.

The higher perturbation of the heavy-hole wavefunction is expected since heavy-holes are

much more localized than electrons due to their larger effective mass.

3.4 Results

In Fig. 3.3 (a) we plot the calculated FSS (circles, left axis) as a function of the

quadrupole potential (V), whereby a negative quadrupole potential of -0.5 V represents the

configuration from Fig. 3.2 (a) and a positive quadrupole potential of +0.7 V represents the

configuration from Fig. 3.2 (e). The trend demonstrates that the FSS can be tuned to zero

by applying a quadrupole potential. The calculated e-h overlap for the quadrupole field is

also shown in Fig. 3.3 (a), represented by stars (right axis). Remarkably, the quadrupole

field maintains near-unity e-h overlap, with a value above 99 % over the entire range of
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Figure 3.3: FSS as function of an external electric field:(a) Calculated FSS (circles, left

axis) and e-h overlap (stars, right axis) as a function of quadrupole potential. (b) Calculated

FSS (circles, left axis) and e-h overlap (stars, right axis) as a function of lateral potential. Insets:

Schematic view of applied quadrupole (in (a)) and lateral potential (in (b)). The probability

density of the electron (solid blue) and hole (dashed red) wavefunctions are schematically shown

by the ellipses.

the applied field, thus conserving the quantum dot brightness. This desirable feature is in

stark contrast to previous work where an applied lateral field was used and the e-h overlap

had to be drastically reduced to remove the FSS [61, 62, 63, 64].

To directly compare the two approaches (quadrupole and lateral electric field), we
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modeled the device under an applied lateral field with a positive potential on the left gate

while keeping all other gates at zero potential (Fig. 3.3(b)). In this case, the FSS (circles,

left axis) can be corrected for by applying V = 0.225 V, but the e-h overlap (stars, right

axis) is reduced to 74 % at this potential (Fig. 3.3 (b)), thus compromising the quantum

dot emission brightness. We re-emphasize that in the case of the lateral electric field the

gates must be aligned along the quantum dot dipole orientation, otherwise the FSS cannot

be removed.

The device architecture that we have modeled represents an ideal case where the four

electrical gates are perfectly aligned along the quantum dot dipole orientation. In practical

devices; however, the quantum dot asymmetric axis is randomly oriented from dot to dot.

Moreover, there is also the challenge of fabricating the device with the required precision.

In such cases, the quantum dot asymmetry will be misaligned with respect to the electrical

gates. To model this misalignment, we have simulated two additional dipole orientations

with the quantum dot major axis oriented at an angle of θ = 10◦ and θ = 20◦ with respect

to the gates along the x-axis (Fig. 3.4 (a)). Fig. 3.4 (b) shows the calculated FSS as a

function of quadrupole potential for θ = 0◦, 10◦ and 20◦. The minimum FSS is obtained

for an applied quadrupole potential of V = 0.5 V (for θ = 100, 200). Clearly, there exists a

non-zero minimum bound to the FSS for θ = 10◦ and θ = 20◦, whereas the FSS can reach

zero for θ = 0◦

To reduce the minimum bound of the FSS further when the quantum dot dipole

orientation is not aligned with the electrical gates (θ = 200), we modify the applied

quadrupole potential by increasing the potential on the right gate by 4VRL and decreasing

the potential on the bottom gate by 4VTB. The calculated FSS is plotted as a function

of 4VRL and 4VTB in Fig. 3.4 (c). In Fig. 3.4 (d) we zoom into the region of the white

dotted box of Fig. 3.4(c) and find near-zero FSS (0.05 µeV) at 4VRL = 0.095 V and 4VTB
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Figure 3.4: Universal FSS tuning: (a) Schematic view of an applied asymmetric quadrupole

potential. Inset: electron (solid grey) and hole (dash grey) wavefunctions of a quantum dot with

asymmetric axis aligned at an angle θ with respect to the gates along the x axis. (b) Calculated

FSS as a function of quadrupole potential with the quantum dot major axis oriented at three

different angles with respect to the gates along the x-axis (θ = 0◦, 10◦, and 20◦). (c) Greyscale

plot of FSS as a function of ∆VRL and ∆VTB for θ = 200. (d) High resolution greyscale plot of

the zoomed-in region (white dotted line box from (c)) showing near-zero FSS. (e) Greyscale plot

of e-h overlap as a function of ∆VRL and ∆VTB for θ = 200.

= 0.085 V.

The e-h overlap is also plotted as a function of 4VRL and 4VTB in Fig. 3.4 (e). An

overlap of 90% is obtained for the modified quadrupole potential near-zero FSS. This high

e-h overlap with close to zero FSS is desired for a high-efficiency entangled photon source

with near-unity fidelity.
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In summary, we showed that an applied quadrupole field to a single quantum dot in a

photonic nanowire results in zero FSS without compromising the quantum dot brightness.

With our approach, we envision high-efficiency entangled photon sources with near-unity

fidelity are within reach. Such sources are the missing building block of quantum networks

and can also be used as a new source in quantum communication, quantum sensing,

quantum optics, and integrated quantum optics on a chip.
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Chapter 4

Fabrication of a gated vertical

nanowire quantum dot device

In this chapter, we present the recipe to fabricate the vertically standing electrically

gated InAsP/InP single nanowire device. Based on our theoretical proposal in chapter. 3,

we have fabricated two generations of devices. First, is the device where metal gates are

defined by UV lithography (resolution of 1 µm), and the four metal gates are separated by

a few µm (3.5 µm). In the second generation of devices, metal gates are defined by e-beam

lithography and we could bring them very close ( 100’s of nm) to the nanowire sidewalls.

Both the devices have a similar architecture to the device in figure 3.1, with an exception

of a selective removal of a dielectric (SiO2) from the top of the nanowire, for conserving

the brightness and spectral properties of the QD. First, we will discuss the state of the art

and challenges related to the fabrication of these devices. Then we will report, step by step

fabrication recipes for both the devices.
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4.1 Current state-of-the-art and challenges

The fabrication of vertical nanowire devices has been under development over the last

few decades. Their application ranges from solar cells [73] to transistors [74] and FETs

[75, 76]. Most of these fabrication recipes were developed for planar architecture devices,

where the source and drain contacts were usually made by contacting the bottom of the

substrate and the top of nanowires. However, most of the single nanowire devices are

usually fabricated in horizontal geometry, where nanowire is transferred to an insulating

chip carrier first and then the conventional lithographic techniques are employed to fabricate

source, drain, and gates on a lying down nanowires. In our case, we are trying to apply

the electric field in the plane of the quantum dot while simultaneously maintaining high

extraction efficiency, this is a lot harder to obtain in a horizontal geometry unless we couple

the quantum dot emission into an integrated waveguide [77]. Vertical geometry of the

nanowire in our case offers a simple solution to this problem. This architecture also has

the advantage of a smaller device footprint.

Fabricating a single nanowire vertical device has many challenges. Conventional

lithographic techniques rely on a golden ratio between the photoresist thickness and the

dimensions of features that have to be written by lithography. This becomes a major

challenge with vertical single-nanowire devices due to its large aspect ratio. Therefore, we

are limited in our choices of photoresist. Some of the main challenges related to our device

fabrication are as follows:

• Site-selected vertical quantum dot in nanowires with required lengths and density

is required. InAsP QD in a InP nanowires are grown on a lithographically defined

pattern via VLS technique. The quantum dot has to be placed at the required height

inside the nanowire.
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nanowires

Coordinate markers

28 um

30 um

(a) (b)Optical image of a nanowire sample SEM image at 450 of a zoom in region 

Coordinate markers nanowires

50 um

Figure 4.1: Nanowire sample image:(a) Optical image of the nanowire sample, nanowires

are patterned in blocks with four nanowires in each block. (d) SEM image of one such block.

Nanowires have a separation of 28 um. Gold micro-pattern pads give coordinates of every block

in the form of binary rows and columns. The image is taken at 45 °

• Alignments of the gates has to be done with respect to the single nanowires location and

the plane of the QD. This alignment depends on the accuracy of the global/alignment

markers on the chip. Any misalignment with respect to the alignment markers and

the nanowire location has to be corrected before writing the final device.

• Uniform photo/e-beam resist coverage is required to protect the nanowire during the

metal deposition and lift-off process. Due to the high aspect ratio of the nanowire,

spin coating of the resist has to be uniform on the sidewalls of nanowires and the

bottom of the substrate

• Dielectric with good step-coverage is necessary for the uniform deposition of the

dielectric on the sidewalls and the bottom of the substrate. The quality and choice of
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the dielectric material will dictate the break-in voltages of our devices.

• Breaking down of nanowires during spin coating resist is one of the major challenges

we have faced in our fabrication processes. The bare vertical nanowire is very brittle

and they break down on spin coating above the RPM of 3000/minute.

• Processing temperature is very crucial to preserving the quantum dot brightness. The

desorption temperature of Arsenic in InAsP quantum dot is 400 °C. If this temperature

is exceeded during the processing, the optical property of the QD is degraded.

• Preserving optical quality of quantum dot is fundamental to the final device perfor-

mance. The dielectric deposition, spin coating processes, and lithography all affect

the optical quality of quantum dot emission.

4.2 Step by step fabrication steps: UV lithography

In this section, we will present the different processing steps for the fabrication of a

vertical nanowire device by UV lithography. The whole process can be divided into four

steps and these steps are discussed in the following sections. The detailed recipe for each

step can be found in Appendix A.1. We start our process with a site selected VLS grown

InP nanowire on a chip as shown in an optical image in Fig. 4.1 (a), a SEM image of

its zoomed-in region is shown in Fig. 4.1 (b). The InAsP QD is placed at 250 nm from

the bottom of 〈111〉 InP wafer and the nanowires are grown in a block pattern with a

separation of 28 µm.
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InP InAsP QD Au Catalyst PECVD SiO2

(b) Deposit SiO2 dielectric
by PECVD 

(a) Selected area VLS grown 
Nanowire QD  

(c)

Figure 4.2: Schematic of dielectric deposition on the vertical nanowire: (a) Schematic

depiction of a InP/InAsP nanowire/QD source. (b) After 200 nm of PECVD SiO2 deposition.

Different colors in the figures are explained in a legends below.

4.2.1 Dielectric Deposition

To avoid electric leakage between the metal gates, a thin film of the dielectric is

deposited on an InP nanowire chip. InP nanowires are very brittle and therefore they break

down during the processing steps, such as spin coating, lift-off, etc. A thin dielectric film,

therefore, not only provides electric isolation but also provides mechanical stability to the

nanowires. We deposit 200nm PECVD SiO2 at a temperature of 330° C. A schematic of

this process is shown in Fig. 4.2 (a) and (b). We choose a PECVD process, because it

allows us to deposit a uniform film of a dielectric material within the allowed temperature

window (below 400° C). However, the choice for dielectric was made due to the existence of

a well-known recipe for obtaining a uniform and high-quality SiO2 in our fabrication lab

and its controlled BOE based wet etching recipe.

We also characterized the uniformity of SiO2 on the sidewall of the nanowire by

performing a controlled BOE wet etching as shown in Fig. 4.3. In this process, we first
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(a) Spin coating photoresist (b) Plasma etching of
        photoresist followed

        by HF wet eching 
      of SiO2

(c) Remove photo resist

1 μm

5 μm

SiO2

InP

Photo Resist

(d)

InP InAsP QD Au Catalyst

PECVD SiO2

Figure 4.3: Dielectric uniformity on the sidewalls of nanowires: The schematic cross-

sectional illustration of a wet BOE etching the SiO2 from the top of nanowire (a) Sample after

the spin coating the photoresist. (b) Plasma dry etching to selectively thin down the photoresist,

followed by dipping in the BOE solution for 1 minute. (c) Striping the photoresist. (d) A 45 °

SEM image of the nanowire after the processing. Different colors in the figures represent different

materials and are explained in the legends below.

spin-coated the sample with a positive photoresist AZ400 that covers the nanowires, refer

Fig. 4.3 (a). Then the photoresist is etched down by dry plasma etching, followed by a wet

etching of exposed SiO2 by BOE, refer Fig. 4.3 (b). In the final step, the photoresist is
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removed by dipping the sample in a PG remover(Fig. 4.3 (c)) . A 45° SEM image of the

nanowire after the process is shown in Fig. 4.3 (d). The nanowire’s sidewall to the wafer

step coverage dsidewalls/dwafer is ≈ 0.8.

4.2.2 Selected area removal of dielectric

In this step, we selectively remove the dielectric from the top of nanowires. This is done

by lithographically defining the opening in the mask of a positive photoresist (PMGI +

S1805). The spin rate for each resist is carefully optimized to avoid the formation of side

beads around the edge of the sample (1x1 cm). Subsequently, each layer is baked and its

thickness is measured by Filmetric F-50 optical UV reflectometer set-up. Then, this PMGI

(450 nm) and S1805 (500 nm) bi-layer is exposed to a pattern by a mask-less MLA 150

Heidelberg UV-lithography, Fig. 4.4 (a). Here, S1805 is the photosensitive resist while

the PMGI layer assists in the metal lift-off process due to its undercut profile after the

development. The alignment markers (metal-crosses) that were used to pattern nanowire

growth are used for aligning the pattern for exposure around the nanowires. After this step,

the photoresist is developed in an MF-319 solution, Fig. 4.4 (b) and a descum is performed

to get rid of any residual resist. Any organic contamination or resist residual can affect the

wet etching. Then the SiO2 is wet etched by the BOE solution from the exposed area, Fig.

4.4 (c). Finally, the resist mask is removed by dipping the sample in a PG remover, Fig.

4.4 (d). In the figure, 4.4 (e) an optical image of the device is shown after all these steps.

4.2.3 Defining Gates

For defining the gates around the nanowires, the lithography steps are similar to the

steps used for patterning the resist in section 4.2.2. It is shown schematically in Fig. 4.5
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(a) Spin coating PMGI, SF1805 
photo resist and baking  

(b)Development in MF-319 solution 
for 30' sec 

PMGI
InP

InAsP QD

Au Catalyst

PECVD SiO2

S1805

uv exposure 

(c) Dipping in BOE solution (d) Removing resist

HF  etching

10 um(e)
Optical image 

SiO2 etched area

Figure 4.4: Steps for removing the dielectric from the nanowires: Schematic cross-

sectional illustration of the mains steps for selectively removing the SiO2, shown in the order

(a)-(d). The different processes are explained in the texts. (e) Optical image of the device after

step d. Different colors in the figures represent different materials and are explained in the legends

below.
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(a)   Gates pattern exposure (b)   Development in MF-319 solution 
                  for 30' sec 

UV pattern exposure

Figure 4.5: Defining gates: Schematic cross-sectional illustration of the mains steps for

exposing an area of metal gates, shown in the order (a)-(b). The different processes are explained

in the texts. Legends for different color can be found in figure 4.4

(a) and (b). Here, instead of exposing the nanowires, we expose an area where we want

to deposit the metal gates. It is followed by the descum process to prepare the device for

metal deposition and lift-off

4.2.4 Metal deposition and liftoff

In the final step we deposit a thin metal of Ti/Au 15 nm/80 nm by an e-beam thermal

evaporator. A thin layer of Ti helps in improving the adhesion of an Au film. After this

step, we do a lift-off process by dipping the device in a PG remover. PG remover dissolves

the photoresist and the metal film from the unexposed area of the sample is lifted-off. It is

shown schematically in the figure 4.6 (a) and (b). In figure 4.7 (c) we draw the schematic

three dimensional figure of the final single nanowire device after the fabrication.

In Fig. 4.7 (a) we show an optical image (top-view) of the chip after the fabrication.

The large area optical image of the chip shows multiple gated nanowires connected with

micron-sized metal bond pads. Figure 4.7 (b) and (c) are the optical images of a zoomed-in
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(b)  Lift-off in a PG remover

Ti/Au
deposition

(a) Ti/Au contacts pads deposition     Ti/AU

(c)
InP Wafer

SiO2

Ti/Au

InAsP QD

250 nm

InP

Nw

1 μm 

200 nm
3.5 μm 

 t = 100 nm

Figure 4.6: Metal deposition and lift-off: Schematic cross-sectional illustration of the mains

steps of metal deposition and lift-off process (a)-(b). The different processes are explained in the

texts. A schematic three-dimensional figure of a single nanowire device is shown in figure (c).

Legends for different color other than Ti/Au can be found in figure 4.4
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(a)

(b) (c)

200 um

10 um10 um10 um

Ti/Au

Bonds
Pads

Nanowire

SiO2

Figure 4.7: Optical image of the final device: (a) Top view of the final device. (b) and (c)

are the zoomed-in images (regions shown by black boxes in (a)).
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region shown by black boxes in Fig. 4.7 (a). It shows a single gated nanowire device. We

have fabricated eight such single nanowire gated device on this chip.

4.3 Step by step fabrication steps: E-Beam lithogra-

phy

In this section, we will present a step by step fabrication steps for a InAsP/InP vertical

nanowire gated device by an e-beam lithography. We again start with a site selected VLS

grown nanowires, refer image 4.1 (a), (b) and the main process can be divided into four

steps. However, instead of selectively removing SiO2 first and then fabricating metal gates,

we changed our approach to fabricating metal gates first and then selectively removing the

SiO2 in the last step. We made this change in our approach to avoid the breaking down of

InP nanowires during spin coating and metal lift-off steps. By selectively removing the

SiO2 in the last step, we avoided performing any spin-coating or lift-off process on the bare

InP nanowires and therefore it increases the yield of our devices. The details recipe for

each step can be found in Appendix A.2.

4.3.1 Dielectric Deposition

The SiO2 deposition steps and recipe is same as described in the section 4.2.1

4.3.2 Defining Gates

In this step, we lithographically define an opening in the e-beam positive resist mask by

exposing it to a pattern of 100 kV e-beam and then developing it in chilled water co-solvent
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InP InAsP QD Au Catalyst PECVD SiO2 MMA 8.5 PMMA A6

(a) Spin coating the bi-layer of MMA 8.5 
     copolymer and PMMA A6 e-beam resist

e-beam exposure

(b) Development at 5 0C in 7:3 IPA/DI 
           water cosolvent  for 5' min 

Figure 4.8: Defining gates by e-beam lithography: Schematic cross-sectional illustration

of the mains steps for defining the gates by e-beam lithography. Processes are explained in the

texts. Different colors in the figures are explained in the legends below.

(7:3 IPA/di-water) solution for 5’ minutes (at 5 °C). We choose a bi-layer of MMA 8.5 and

PMMA A6 positive e-beam photoresist. PMMA A6 is an e-beam sensitive resist while MMA

8.5 assist in the metal lift-off process due to its undercut profile after the development.

The spin rate for each resist is carefully optimized to avoid the formation of side beads

around the edge of the sample (1x1 cm). Subsequently, each layer is baked and its thickness

is measured by Filmetric F-50 optical UV reflectometer set-up. To uniformly cover the

nanowires and protect it during the metal lift-off step a minimum of 1500 nm of MMA

8.5 and 500 nm of PMMA A6 (1500 nm) e-beam thick resist is required. A cross-section

illustration of the process is shown in figure 4.8 (a) and (b). Finally, a thin layer of a

conductive polymer is spin-coated on the sample before exposing it to a e-beam pattern.

This conductive polymer helps in grounding the sample surface and avoiding a charging at

the time of e-beam exposure that could damage the nanowire quantum dot source. This

polymer layer is removed after the exposure by dipping the sample in DI water for few

minutes before development.
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500 μC/cm2 750 μC/cm2  1000 μC/cm2 1250 μC/cm2 

20 μm Dose 
t 

w

t (nm) w (nm)

100    600 

125    550 

100    550 

75     550 

(a) (b)Exposed
Crosses 

Optical image after e beam exposure 
and development 

Figure 4.9: E-beam Dose Test: (a) Schematic of the exposed cross gates with a separation of

(w) and the gate thickness (t). (b) An optical image after the e-beam exposure and development,

doses are shown in the units of µm/cm2 for each column of crosses. The table on the far right

shows the thickness (t) and the separation (w) of the exposed crosses in each row.

The resolution of the features that we aim to expose is close to 100 nm (width of the

gates), whereas the resist thickness is around ≈ 2µm, due to this large aspect ratio between

the exposed feature and resist thickness, the dose of an e-beam and the alignment of the

gates with respect to the nanowires becomes very critical for our device. Both these steps

are discussed in detail below.

Dose test

The e-beam dose test was performed by exposing the pattern of crosses as shown in Fig.

4.9 (a) into a series of columns with different doses expressed in the units of µC/cm2, refer

Fig. 4.9 (b). Each row of the exposed pattern has a different thickness (t) and separations

(w) as shown in the table at the far right of Fig. 4.9. This step was followed by descum

process to remove any residual resist followed by the Ti (15 nm)/Au (80 nm) deposition by
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(a) (b)

1 μm 1 μm

Dose = 2500 μC/cm2 t =  75 nm

w = 500 nm 

Dose = 3000 μC/cm2 t =  75 nm

w = 500 nm 

Ti/Au

Figure 4.10: SEM image of metal cross: (a), (b) SEM image after metal deposition and

lift-off, e-beam dose, gates dimensions (t), (w) for each image is in the text.

e-beam evaporation and lift-off process. We observed a substantial variation between the

dimensions of the exposed features and the dimensions of the final metal gates after the

lift-off process. Fig. 4.10 (a) and (b) shows the SEM image of the metal crosses after the

lift-off.

The variations between the dimensions of the exposed features t, w, and the final

dimensions of the metal gates t’, w’ is summarised in the table 4.1. The figure above

the table 4.1 shows the cross-sectional schematic view of the device-base after the metal

deposition. It illustrates the spread of metal gates before it reaches the base of the InP

wafer. This causes the actual dimension of the metal gates to differ from the exposed gates.

Furthermore, we observe that the final gates are not symmetric. Top/Bottom gates have

different dimensions than the Left/Right gates. We attribute this asymmetry in gates to

the slight angle between the sample and metal source during the time of metal deposition.

Hence, in the table 4.1 we have summarised both t’ Top/Bottom and t’ Left/ Right for

an initially exposed pattern thickness (t) for a fixed dose of 2500 µC/cm2. We didn’t

observe any substantial effect of an e-beam dose on these parameters. Below 2200 µC/cm2

the features were underdeveloped and above that 3800 µC/cm2 we saw an overexposure.
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Dose = 2500 µC/cm2

PMMA A6
Ti/Au

t

t'

InP wafer

MMA 8.5

t

InP wafer

1500 nmw'

500 nmw
15/80 nm

t'

S.No t (nm) t’ (nm) Top/Bottom t’ (nm) Left/Right w (nm) w’ (nm)

1 100 455 544 600 350

2 125 448 567 500 290

3 100 449 535 500 231

4 75 346 481 550 368

5 50 261 465 550 375

Table 4.1: Dimensions of the metal gates from an e-beam dose test. A schematic cross sectional

illustration of the base of InP nanowire pattern on the chip during the metal deposition step.

Different parameters in the table (t,t’,w,w’) are shown schematically in the figure. Top/Bottom,

Left/Right indicates the gates location when viewed from the top as shown in the SEM images of

figure 4.10

Therefore, we choose 2500 µC/cm2 as an e-beam dose for exposing the final pattern. At

the time of metal deposition, we optimized the sample position to achieve a symmetric gate

for t = 100 nm.

Alignment of the gates

An alignment of the gates to the single nanowires is important for our device design.

For this purpose, we performed an alignment test by fabricating the test cross gates around

the nanowires. In this test, we again repeated the procedure of spin coating, e-beam pattern

exposure, development, metal deposition, and lift-off process as discussed in the previous
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(a)

(b)

10 μ m
(a)

nanowire

100nm

Ti/Au test 
cross gates

Figure 4.11: Image of the device during the alignment tests: (a) An optical image (top

view) of the test metal gates fabricated around the nanowires. (b) SEM image (top view) of the

single nanowire with test metal gates, corresponding to the nanowire shown by a small black box

in the (a).

sections. However, this time we exposed the cross gates patterns (refer fig. 4.9 (a)) with

different gates separation (w) around the nanowires at the fixed e-beam dose of 2500

µC/cm2.

In Fig. 4.11 (a) we show an optical image (top view) of such large area on the sample

with multiple metal gates fabricated around the nanowires. Fig. 4.11 (b) is the SEM image

(top view) of one such single nanowire shown by the small black box on the Fig. 4.11 (a).

A misalignment of the gates to the nanowires can be seen in Fig. 4.11 (b). The alignment

markers on the sample were written by the different e-beam lithography system (50 kV

JEOL), at the time of the nanowire growth. Therefore, any error in the coordinates of these

alignment markers will cause the misalignment of our exposed features. We observed a

constant offset error for all our test metal gates, hence, this misalignment could be corrected
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200 nm

Ti/Au
NW

Alignment Correction

Figure 4.12: Gates alignment correction SEM image: SEM image (top view) of the device

after alignment correction

by taking into account this global error. Before exposing the features of the final device we

added this offset in our pattern. In Fig. 4.12 we show the SEM image of the final device

(top view) after the alignment correction. Thus, we need to perform this alignment test for

every chip before exposing the final gates.

4.3.3 Metal Deposition and lift-off

Although we have been depositing Ti/Au (15 nm/80 nm) during the dose and alignment

test, the metal deposition step becomes critical in the final e-beam exposure and lift-off

step. We observed that Ti was spreading between the regions of exposure and causing

electrical leakage between the metal gates. This Ti migration is attributed to the kinetic

phenomenon, in which the Ti molecules collide with each other at the time of the deposition

under the MMA 8.5 resist layer. Therefore, we performed metal deposition under different

deposition rates and vacuum pressures to observe if we could avoid this problem. For our

features, we found out that at the slow deposition rate of 0.3 A/s and under UHV (10−7
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(a) SEM image (top View) Ti/Au at 
a dep rate: 1 A/s & pressure: 10-6 torr 

(b) SEM image (top View) Ti/Au at 
a dep rate: 0.3 A/s & pressure: 10-7 torr 

1 μm 1 μm

Figure 4.13: SEM images metal deposition at UHV: SEM images at different deposition

rate and vacuum, different parameters are given in text below the figures.

torr) of the deposition chamber, the Ti was not migrating between the exposed features.

In Fig. 4.13 (a) and (b) we show the SEM image (top view) of the metal cross gates at

two different deposition rates and vacuum. The metal deposition at UHV of 10−7 and slow

deposition rates shows no Ti migration, refer Fig. 4.13 (b).

Therefore, we used these deposition conditions to fabricate the final device. In Fig.

4.14 (a) and (b) we show the schematic cross-sectional illustration for metal deposition and

lift-off steps. In Fig. 4.14 (c) we show the SEM image at 45 ° of a single nanowire device

after this step.

4.3.4 Selected area removal of dielectric

In this final step, we selectively remove the SiO2 from the nanowires. The sample is

again spin coated with the e-beam resist bi-layer, conductive polymer layer and exposed to

the e-beam pattern to selectively remove the hard mask of resist from the nanowires by

development in the chilled water co-solvent (7:3 IPA/di-water) solution (at 5 °C), these
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t!

(a) Ti/Au deposition at 3 A/sec and UHV (b) Lift-off under PG removerTi/AU

1 μm

(c) SEM image at 45 0 

Ti/AU

Nanowire / 
SiO2

Figure 4.14: Metal deposition: Schematic cross sectional illustration of the metal deposition

steps (a), (b). (c) SEM image at 45° of a single nanowire after the metal deposition. Processes

from (a)-(b) are explained in the texts. Legends for different colors can be found in figure 4.8

with an additional legend for Ti/Au
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e-beam pattern exposure

(a) Spin coating MMA 8.5, PMMA A6 
 resist and baking  

(b)Development at 5 0C in 7:3 IPA/DI  
water cosolvent for 5' min

(c) Dipping in BOE solution (d) Removing resist

HF  etching

1 μm

(e) SEM image
at 450 Ti/Au

SiO2

InP

Nanowire

Figure 4.15: Steps for selectively removing the dielectric and the SEM image of the

final device: Schematic cross sectional illustration of the mains steps for selectively removing

the SiO2, shown in the order (a)-(d). The different processes are explained in the texts. (e) SEM

image at 45° of the final nanowire device. Legends for different colors can be found in figure 4.8

and 4.14
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steps are shown in the cross sectional illustrations in Fig. 4.15 (a) and (b). Then the sample

is dipped in a BOE solution to etch the SiO2 from an unprotected area of nanowires, refer

Fig. 4.15 (c). Finally the resist is removed by dipping the sample in the PG remover, refer

Fig. 4.15 (d). The SEM image (at 45 °) of a single nanowires gated device is shown the Fig.

4.15 (e). We fabricate eight such single nanowire devices on one chip. These nano-metal

contacts are extended to a micron-sized metal bond pads, likes the ones that are shown in

Fig. 4.7 (a), they are used for wire bonding.
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Chapter 5

Characterization and Measurements

In this chapter, we will report the characterization and measurements of the gated

nanowire devices that we have fabricated. The first generation of devices were fabricated

by UV lithography and the second generation by an e-beam lithography (refer chapter 4).

Therefore for classification, we will label them as UV and e-beam gates device respectively.

In the first section, we will present an experimental set-up designed by us for performing

a polarization-dependent micro-PL measurement, this set-up is used to characterize the

optical emission from a single nanowire device and measure its FSS. In the next sections, we

will present these measurements performed on our fabricated devices. Finally, we present

the FSS measurement on our device as the function of an applied quadrupole and lateral

electric field.
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Figure 5.1: Schematic illustration of the experimental set-up for the polarization

dependent micro-PL: Inset: Non resonant excitation scheme where the sample is excited with

the continuous HeNe laser above the InP band gap.

5.1 Micro-PL experimental set-up

A micro-PL measurement is performed by exciting the nanowire source non-resonantly

above the InP band gap by a continuous HeNe laser at 632 nm (refer Fig. 5.1 inset box)

and collecting the emission by the same 50x infinity-corrected objective of a NA of 0.85

and a spot size of 2 µm. The fabricated device is mounted on a piezo stage that can move

the sample on the three (x,y,z) axis inside the closed cycle Helium (He) cryostat and all

the measurements are then performed at 4.5 K. The metal gates on the device are wire

bonded to the connection lines inside the cryostat that share the same ground. Therefore,

we can apply an independent potential on all the four gates of the device. In figure 5.1

we sketch the experimental set-up for the optical measurements. The emission is sent to
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a spectrometer where the emission is filtered by the 1200 lines/mm grating, to suppress

the laser and InP nanowire fluorescence, while resolving the InAsP quantum dot s-shell

emission lines. The polarization-dependent PL measurement is performed by inserting the

half-waveplate (λ/2) on a high precision motorized control mounts and a linear polarizer

in between the optical path of the collected beam. The optical axis of the linear polarizer

is kept fixed and aligned with the horizontal axis of the optical table. FSS causes the

eigenstates of the QD to change from circular basis to the rectilinear basis, refer equation

2.20, 2.21. Hence, by rotating the half-wave-plates (degrees) we can select one of the

two orthogonal linear polarization to pass through the linear polarizer. Therefore, we can

experimentally measure the FSS of the QD by recording the shift in the peaks of exciton

and biexciton peaks as a function of linear orthogonal polarization’s. However, to increase

the accuracy of FSS measurement we plot the relative difference between the exciton(EX)

and biexciton (EXX) peaks: (EX −EXX)− (EX − EXX), the FSS is then estimated by the

amplitude of the fitted cosine function.

5.2 Effect of SiO2 shell on the QD emission

A thin film of SiO2 is required for the electrical isolation of metal gates in our device

design. However, this post-growth PECVD SiO2 deposition has a significant impact on the

optical properties of the quantum dot. To study this impact we deposited 300 nm of SiO2

on a separate QD sample and took the spectra from a single nanowire before and after the

dielectric deposition. We observe a redshift and the broadening in the emission of the QD

s-shell emission after the SiO2 deposition. This is shown in Fig. 5.2. After the deposition

of SiO2 the emission of an as-grown QD (1.41 eV) redshifts to 1.38 eV. This shift in the

QD emission (30 meV) is significant in comparison to the neutral exciton line-width of
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Figure 5.2: Effect of SiO2 deposition on the QD emission: A PL spectrum from an

as-grown quantum dot, same dot with 300 nm of PECVD SiO2 deposited, spectrum after the

oxide is removed. Spectrum are shifted vertically for comparisons and intensities are in arbitrary

units. Schematic illustration of a nanowires after each step, legends for different colors can be

found in Fig. 4.2

about 0.15 meV. When we selectively remove the dielectric from the top of the nanowire

(refer section 4.2.2) the shape and energies of the QD shifts back to its original value. A

slight shift in the energies (1.409 eV) from the original value is attributed to some residual

dielectric left on the nanowire.

The QD energy shift and its restoration after the removal of SiO2 indicates that this

is due to the straining of the QD by the dielectric layer. A thin oxide film deposited by

PECVD is known for inducing the strain on the underlying semiconductor material [78].

An applied tensile strain on the semiconductor would increase its lattice parameter and

reduce its band-gap energy [79]. Therefore, selectively removing the SiO2 from the top of

the nanowire is a necessary step in our device design. It restores the QD brightness and its
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emission properties.

5.3 UV Lithography device

5.3.1 Photoluminescence and power dependent measurement

The micro-PL measurements were performed on the chips to find and map the coordinates

of the nanowires with a bright QD emissions. Hence, we fabricated the gated device on

eight such nanowires by the methods discussed in section 4.2. However, only one nanowire

device survived our fabrication steps, the rest of the nanowires were found out to be broken

by the end of all the fabrication steps. The reason and strategy to overcome this problem

have been discussed in section 4.3. The chip with a fabricated device is then mounted

inside the closed cycle Helium (He) cryostat and all the measurements are then performed

at 4.5 K. In Fig. 5.3 (a) we plot the broadband PL spectrum of our nanowire device. The

peak at 830 nm corresponds to the wurtzite InP nanowire bandgap transition [29] and the

QD s-shell transitions are indicated by the arrow. The exciton and biexciton peaks are then

characterized by the power-dependent PL measurements. In Fig. 5.3 (b) we plot the higher

resolution PL spectra of the QD s-shell transitions for different excitation powers. The

integrated counts/sec for exciton and biexciton has a linear and quadratic dependence on

the excitation power this could be seen in Fig. 5.3 (c), where we plot them on the log-log

scale. The blue (linear) and red (quadratic) line fits the two emission lines confirms that

these transitions are exciton and biexciton.
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Figure 5.4: Polarization dependent measurements: Polarization dependent spectrum of

exciton and biexciton emissions for the two orthogonal linear polarization H and V (a) and (b).

(c) Plots of Exciton (red circles) and biexciton (blue circles) emission peaks as function of λ/2

wave-plate angle in degrees, fitted with cosine function. Orthogonal linear polarization H and V

are indicated on the figures. (d) Plot for (EX − EXX)− (EX − EXX) (blue circles) as a function

of λ/2 wave-plate angle in degrees, fitted with a cosine function (red curve)
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5.3.2 Polarization dependent PL: FSS measurements

The polarization dependent PL measurements were performed on the gated device by

rotating the λ/2 wave-plate (degrees) and recording the QD spectrum after passing it

through a linear polarizer with its optical axis aligned with the horizontal (H) axis of the

optical table (refer Fig. 5.3).

In Fig. 5.4 (a) and (b) we plot the high-resolution exciton (X) and biexciton (XX)

emission peaks for the two orthogonal linear polarization’s, horizontal (H, red circles) and

vertical (V, blue circles), and they are fitted with Lorentzian function to extract its peak

wavelength. The exciton (red circles) and biexciton (blue circles) Lorentzian fitted peaks

oscillate between the two orthogonal linear polarization’s (H, V) as we rotate the λ/2

wave-plate (degrees) and it can be seen the Fig. 5.4 (c) where we plot them as a function

of the λ/2 wave-plate angles (degree) and there oscillations are fitted with the cosine

functions. The FSS can be estimated by the amplitude (Acos) of the fitted cosine functions

of these plots (δ = 2Acos). To increase the accuracy of FSS measurement we plot the relative

difference between the exciton(EX) and biexciton (EXX) peaks: (EX−EXX)−(EX − EXX)

(blue circles) in Fig. 5.4 (d). FSS is then estimated by the amplitude of the fitted cosine

function to this curve. For our device when all the gates are grounded (V=0) the intrinsic

value of the QD FSS is found out to be 7.103± 0.289 µeV

5.3.3 FSS vs Electric field

In the final step, we applied an external DC electric field on the metal gates and

measured the FSS of our device. To perform this measurement, we wire-bonded the

micro-contact pads of the device to d-sub connectors inside the cryostat cold-head. These

d-sub electrical lines are connected to an external BNC female ports. We then connect
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Figure 5.5: Current vs Voltage sweep: (a) Volatge vs Current plot between top and bottom

gates. (b) (b) At Vquadrupole = 1.5 V, relative difference between exciton (EX) and biexciton

(EXX) is plotted and the FSS is estimated from the amplitude of fitted cosine function. On the

far right an optical image of the device (top-view) with the text on each gates specifying the

applied voltage on each gate i.e. top/bottom gates = +1.5 V and left/right gates = -1.5 V,

external DC power supplies (SIM900) to these BNC ports. The DC power supplies and the

cold-head inside the cryostat share the same grounds. Therefore, we can apply independent

electric potential on each gate of the device.

Before starting the FSS measurements we perform a current-voltage (I-V) sweep across

the gates to test their electrical isolation. We swept 100 mV of voltages between the two

gates at the room temperature and measured the current between them. In Fig. 5.5 (a) we

plot voltage vs current between the top and bottom gates of the device, we detected the

fluctuating current in tens of picoamp around the standard noise level of our measurement

set-up. These tests were performed between all the gates to confirm they all were electrically

isolated. Finally, to test our quadrupole theory we applied the quadrupole potential on
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Figure 5.6: FSS as a function of applied quadrupole and lateral electric field: (a)

Measured FSS as the function of quadrupole voltage (V). (b) Measured FSS as the function of

lateral voltage (V). Insets: an optical image of the device (top-view) with the text on each gates

specifying the applied voltage on each gate. Circles: data points. A straight line joining the circles

are for visual aid.

our device by applying a positive potential (+V) on top and bottom gates and an equal

negative potential (-V) on the left and right gate. We observed a decrease in the FSS of our

device when we applied a quadrupole potential in a step of 0.5 V. In Fig. 5.5 (b) we plot

the oscillation for the relative ((EX − EXX)− (EX − EXX)) peak for Vquadrupole = 1.5 V.

In Fig. 5.6 (a) we plot the measured FSS of our device as a function of an applied

quadrupole potential. The trend suggests we can reduce the FSS of our device. However,

we observe the lower bound to the FSS of 4.0 µev, this lower bound for FSS is expected

when the dipole orientation of the quantum dot is not aligned to the axis of metal gates

[30]. The FSS tuning with quadrupole potential can be further explored according to

our theoretical proposal [30], by reducing the step size of potentials as well as changing

the individual potential of each gate to further reduce the FSS below this lower bound.
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However, our metal gates started leaking current at an applied quadrupole voltage of 2 V

during the potential sweep. This leakage was fixed by warming up our sample to the room

temperature and again cooling it down to 4.5 K. This thermal cycle assist in healing the

insulating SiO2 layer below the metal gates. Consecutively, we applied a lateral electric

field (V) on our device by keeping all the metal gates grounded (0 V) while sweeping the

potential on the bottom gates. In Fig. 5.6 (b) we plot the FSS as a function of an applied

lateral field (V), the trend suggests we can tune the FSS and decrease it to 5.02 µeV . In

principle, by applying an additional lateral electric potential between the left and right

gate we should be able to completely erase the FSS. However, we again encountered the

electrical leakage at an applied lateral potential of 3 V. The device could not be healed by

thermal cycling after these measurements.

The FSS tuning of our device shows the proof of principle. However, these devices are

far from an optimum design proposed in chapter 3. The perfect device will have metal gates

very close to the sidewalls (100’s nm) of the nanowire source so that we can effectively

apply the electric field in the plane of the QD. In the case of the UV device, the metal

gates are relatively far (1-2 µm) from the nanowire source, therefore a higher voltage is

required between the gates to tune the FSS of the InAsP QD. This higher voltage also

causes the breakdown of the underlying SiO2 dielectric thin film in our device. Therefore,

for the next generation of gated devices, we switched to an e-beam lithography to bring the

metal gates much closer to the nanowire source and achieve a FSS tuning at much lower

external voltages.
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5.4 Ebeam lithography device

5.4.1 Photoluminescence measurement

We performed a micro-PL measurements on the chip with InAsP/InP QD nanowires to

find and map the nanowires with bright QD emission. On the sample chip with a dimension

of 10 x 10 mm, we fabricated gates around eight such nanowires (refer section. 4.3). For

this device, we kept the deposited dielectric (SiO2) film until the last step of the fabrication,

and then selectively removed it from an area lithographically defined around the nanowire.

This way we protected the nanowires throughout the fabrication procedure and were able

to successfully fabricate six nanowire devices.

However, we observed that a 100 kV e-beam deteriorates the QD emission. In Fig. 5.7,

we show the PL spectrums of the nanowire quantum dot sources before (left figure) and

after (right figure) the device fabrication. In Fig. 5.7 (a) we show broadband spectrum of a

nanowire device (labeled device-1), the nanowire (Nw) emission at 830 nm [29] remains

unaffected, while the QD s-shell emission is lost after the e-beam exposure. In Fig. 5.7 (b)

and (c) we plot the high-resolution PL spectrum of the two other nanowire quantum dot

sources, labeled as device-2 and the device-3. In these figures, we could see the deterioration

of the QD s-shell emission, the multiple emission lines (as-grown, left figure) are broadened

and are shifted in energies (after e-beam, right figure). Therefore, we could not perform

any FSS measurement on this device.
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Figure 5.7: PL spectrum before and after e-beam exposure: (a) A broadband PL

spectrum of the nanowire device-1 before (left figure) and after (right figure) the 100 kV e-beam

exposure, during the fabrication of the metal gates. The quantum dot (QD) s-shell emission is

lost after the e-beam exposure for this device. (b) and (c) are the high-resolution PL spectrum

plots for device-2 and device-3. In these figures, we can see the deterioration and broadening of

the QD s-shell emission lines after the e-beam exposure.
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5.5 Conclusions

In summary, we have characterized the optical properties of the vertical InP/InAsP

nanowire quantum dot source after fabricating metal gates around them by UV and e-beam

lithography. The post-growth PECVD SiO2 dielectric layer degrades the QD emission by

straining (tensile) the nanowire, but this effect is reversible, and the QD emission can be

restored by removing the SiO2 from the nanowire. The FSS of the UV devices can be tuned

by applying a quadrupole as well as a lateral electric field across its four gates. However,

due to the electrical leakage in the device, we were only able to achieve the lower bound of

4 µeV and 5.02 µeV respectively. Although we were able to fabricate an optimum device

by an e-beam lithography we observed that 100 kV e-beam permanently deteriorates the

InAsP QD during the fabrication of the device.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion and future outlook

6.1 Summary

In summary, we have proposed an approach to erase the FSS of a nanowire QD

entangled photon source by applying a quadrupole electric field. We have performed

numerical simulations for calculating the single-particle wave-functions of the QD as a

function of an applied external quadrupole field. The novelty of our proposal lies in

the demonstration that we can erase the FSS of the QD for any dipole orientation (QD

elongation axis), without compromising its brightness (e-h overlap). This opens up an

opportunity to design an electrically gated nanowire /QD as a bright source of entangled

photons generated on-demand.

To test our theory, we have fabricated and tested vertically gated InAsP/InP nanowire

quantum dot devices. In the first generation of devices (UV devices), we demonstrated the

tuning of the FSS by applying an external quadrupole and lateral electric field and we could

reduce the FSS of the InAsP QD from 7 µeV to 4 µeV and 5.02 µeV , respectively, before our
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device starts leaking electrical current between the gates. Next, we developed a fabrication

recipe for the second generation of the device by patterning the metal gates by e-beam

lithography. Although we were able to fabricate a near-optimum device, unfortunately,

we were unable to demonstrate its FSS tuning since we found out that a 100 kV e-beam

deteriorates the QD emission. In principle, we could switch to lower e-beam energies (50

kV, 20 kV) to protect the QD emission, however, it would be difficult to achieve such

resolutions (100 nm width) while patterning a thick resist (2 µm) that is required to protect

the vertical nanowires. Therefore, we are currently limited with fabrication technological

challenges where we can’t pattern current features with an e-beam of lower energies.

6.2 Future Outlook

The research work in this thesis lays the groundwork for envisioning an electrically

gated source of bright entangled photon pairs based on photonic nanowires. Erasing the

FSS of a nanowire quantum dot source without compromising its high brightness will

bring them to the forefront of entangled photon research and applications. Building on

our fabrication knowledge, an alternate recipe could be developed with a lower energy

e-beam. However, the biggest challenge while fabricating a vertical nanowire quantum dot

source is the protection and preservation of the QD emission while the sample goes through

various fabrication steps. This has limited us with our choices of resist, spin coating recipes,

and the energies of the e-beam. Therefore, we envision a possible bottom-up approach

for fabricating such devices, where the metal gates are fabricated first and the nanowire

quantum dot sources are then grown selectively at the desired location. In Fig. 6.1 (a-f) we

illustrate the proposed fabrication steps for fabricating a metal gate by conventional e-beam

lithography and then integrating the selective VLS nanowire growth method [29] to grow
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(a) Depositing SiO2 and lithographically 

         defining metal gates 

(b) Covering the metal gates with SiO2

(C) Patterning the Au catalyst

for the nanowire growth  
(d) Placing the QD on the axis of 

    metal gates during Nanowire core

        growth by VLS method

(e) Switching between the nanowire 

 core growth and the shell growth 

   to achieve the desired tapered 

           nanowire geometry 

(f) Etching the sample in a 

BOE solution to remove the SiO2 

from the top of metal gates 

InP

InAsP QD

Ti/Au 

PECVD SiO2

Figure 6.1: Schematic of the proposed bottom-up fabrication steps: Schematic cross-

sectional illustration of the mains steps for fabricating a vertical nanowire device by a bottom-up

approach, shown in the order (a)-(b). The different processes are explained in the texts. Legends

for different color can be found in figure

the nanowire at the desired location between the fabricated gates. This approach has a

significant advantage over the top-down fabrication approach as the nanowire quantum dot

source will avoid all of the physically demanding fabrication steps, as well as any e-beam

exposure that can degrade its optical properties.
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The next step should be to perform quantum state tomography measurements to

study the effect of an applied quadrupole electric field on the entanglement fidelity of

the emitted biexciton-exciton photon pairs. We have built an experimental set-up to

perform these measurements by exciting the nanowire quantum dot source at a quasi-

resonant frequency [60], but the next step should be to perform these measurements by

resonant (TPE) excitation. Our approach to erase the FSS with a quadrupole field is also

promising for building a quantum repeater [80]. The key ingredients for building a quantum

repeater is a tunable source of entangled photons with near-unity efficiency, fidelity, and

indistinguishability. We envision that the quantum dot emission wavelength can be tuned

for entanglement swapping by adding an additional back-gate. This same back gate can

also be used to control the electrostatic environment of the quantum dot for achieving

near-unity indistinguishability [?]. Finally, electric-field based devices have a potential

advantage over strain-based devices as only a few volts are needed to remove the FSS. In

contrast, for a typical strain-based device an external power source of a few kV is required

[52].
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Appendix A

Fabrication recipe for a vertical

nanowire device

A.1 Fabrication steps with UV lithography

This section contains the step by step fabrication process for the fabrication of a vertical

nanowire gated device by a UV lithography. The InAsP/InP QD/nanowire sample is grown

by our collaborators Dan Dalacu and Philip Poole at National Research Council, Canada

and the main steps can be divided into four sections.

Dielectric Deposition

• Rinsing a nanowire sample for a 30’ sec in an IPA and DI water

• Depositing PECVD SiO2 200 nm at 330 °C
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Selected area removal of dielectric

• Rinsing the SiO2 coated nanowire sample for a 30’ sec in an IPA and DI water

• Applying HMDS vapor layer

• Spin coating PMGI 5’ 500 rpm/ 60’ 5000 rpm

• Baking for 3 min at 180 °C

• Measuring the resist thickness by Filmetric F-50 optical UV reflectometer

• Spin coating SF1805 5’ 500 rpm/ 60’ 5000 rpm

• Baking for 120’ at 150 °C

• Measuring the resist thickness by Filmetric F-50 optical UV reflectometer

• Exposing the UV pattern by the mask-less MLA 150 Heidelberg UV-lithography with

a dose of 120 mJ/cm2

• 30’ develop MF-319

• Rinsing in DI for 1’ minute to stop the development

Defining gates

• Rinsing the nanowire sample for a 30’ sec in an IPA and DI water

• Applying HMDS vapor layer

• Spin coating PMGI 5’ 500 rpm/ 60’ 5000 rpm
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• Baking for 3 min at 180 °C

• Measuring the resist thickness by Filmetric F-50 optical UV reflectometer

• Spin coating SF1805 5’ 500 rpm/ 60’ 5000 rpm

• Baking for 120’ at 150 °C

• Measuring the resist thickness by Filmetric F-50 optical UV reflectometer

• Exposing the UV pattern by the mask-less MLA 150 Heidelberg UV-lithography with

a dose of 120 mJ/cm2

• 30’ sec develop MF-319

• Rinsing in a DI for 5’ minute to stop the development

• Optical inspection

Metal deposition and liftoff

• Descum the sample

• Deposit 15 nm Ti / 80 nm Au by e-beam thermal evaporator at a deposition rate

of---- at room temperature.

• Lift-off by dipping the sample in a PG remover for an overnight. Sometimes heating

the sample at 80 °C helps the lift-off process.

• Optical/electrical inspection
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A.2 Fabrication steps with e-beam lithography

This section contains the step by step fabrication process for the fabrication of a vertical

nanowire gated device by an e-beam lithography. The main steps can be divided into four

sections.

Dielectric deposition

• Rinsing a nanowire sample for a 30’ sec in an IPA and DI water

• Depositing PECVD SiO2 200 nm at 330 °C

Defining gates

• Rinsing a nanowire sample for a 30’ sec in an IPA and DI water

• Spin coating MMA 8.5 polymer 5’ 500 rpm/ 60’ 3000 rpm

• Baking for 3 min at 180 °C

• Repeating the previous two steps twice

• Spin coating PMMA A6-A6 resist 5’ 500 rpm/ 60’ 2500 rpm

• Baking for 3 min at 150 °C

• Spin coating Electra-92 conducive polymer 60’ sec 3000 rpm

• Exposing the e-beam pattern by a JOEL 100 kV lithography system

• Rinsing the sample in DI water 60’ sec to remove the polymer
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• Development in a 3:7 DI/IPA solvent at 5 °C for 5’ min

• Rinsing in DI for 5’ minutes to stop the development

• Optical inspection

Metal deposition and lift-off

• Descum the sample

• Deposit 15 nm Ti / 80 nm Au by e-beam thermal evaporator at a deposition rate

of---- at room temperature.

• Lift-off by dipping the sample in a PG remover for an overnight. Sometimes heating

the sample at 80 °C helps the lift-off process.

• Optical inspection

Selective area removal of the dielectric

• Rinsing a nanowire sample for a 30’ sec in an IPA and DI water

• Spin coating MMA 8.5 polymer 5’ 500 rpm/ 60’ 3000 rpm

• Baking for 3 min at 180 °C

• Repeating the previous two steps twice

• Spin coating PMMA A6-A6 resist 5’ 500 rpm/ 60’ 2500 rpm

• Baking for 3 min at 150 °C
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• Spin coating Electra-92 conducive polymer 60’ sec 3000 rpm

• Exposing the e-beam pattern by a JOEL 100 kV lithography system

• Rinsing the sample in DI water 60’ sec to remove the polymer

• Development in a 3:7 DI/IPA solvent at 5 °C for 5’ min

• Rinsing in DI for 5’ minutes to stop the development

• Optical/SEM/electrical inspection
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Appendix B

Codes

B.1 Next Nano simualtion code

This is an input file for a quantum dot (core/shell structure). Variables start with % sign.

The syntax for template files is described at:

http://www.nextnano.com/nextnano3/nextnanomat/template.htm

1

2 !***************************************************************************!

3 ! !

4 !

5 !***************************************************************************!

6

7

8 !++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

9

10 !----------------------------------------------------------------------------

11 ! We have to be careful about the value of a variable.

12 ! Should it be regarded as a string (default),

13 ! or as a function (’%FunctionParser = yes’)?

14 !----------------------------------------------------------------------------
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15

16 !%AloySweepActive = yes ! Sweep over alloy

concentrations.

17 %AloySweepActive = no ! Do not wweep

over alloy concentrations.

18

19 !----------------------------------------------------------------------------

20 ! Treat variables as strings (default): e.g. %variable1 = %zmin %zmax ! ’%zmin %zmax’ is

treated as a string

21 ! %variable2 = 2.5d0 ! ’2.5d0’ is

treated as a string

22 ! %variable3 = 2.5 ! ’2.5’ is

treated as a string without exponent ’e0’

23 !----------------------------------------------------------------------------

24 %grid_spacing = 0.5 ! grid spacing

(DisplayUnit:nm)

25

26 !----------------------------------------------------------------------------

27 ! From now on, evaluate all functions: e.g. %variable1 = %zmin %zmax ! ’%zmin %zmax’ is

treated as a formula (which will produce an error in this case)

28 ! %variable2 = 2.5 ! ’2.5’ is

converted to a real number including exponent ’e0’

29 !----------------------------------------------------------------------------

30 %FunctionParser = yes ! use function

parser (DoNotShowInUserInterface)

31

32 %CoreOuterRadius = 15 ! ==> GaAs core

radius (DisplayUnit:nm) (RangeOfValues:From=5.0,To=15.0,Step=2.0) (ListOfValues

:5,7,9,11,13,15)

33 %ShellThickness = 110 ! ==> thickness of

AlGaAs shell (DisplayUnit:nm) (RangeOfValues:From=10.0,To=15.0,Step=1.0) (ListOfValues

:10,15)

34 %dielecthickness = 150

35 %ShellOuterRadius = %CoreOuterRadius + %ShellThickness ! AlGaAs shell

radius (DisplayUnit:nm) (DoNotShowInUserInterface)

36 %dielecOuterRadius = %CoreOuterRadius + %ShellThickness + %dielecthickness

37 %Rsintheta = %dielecOuterRadius * sin(1.2217)

38 %Rcostheta = %dielecOuterRadius * cos(1.2217)
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39 %boundary = %dielecOuterRadius + 1 ! device_width/2

(DisplayUnit:nm) (DoNotShowInUserInterface)

40 !%x1nodes = ( 2 * %boundary ) / %grid_spacing - 1 ! number of nodes

(DoNotShowInUserInterface)

41 !%y1nodes = ( 2 * %boundary ) / %grid_spacing - 1 ! number of nodes

(DoNotShowInUserInterface)

42 !----------------------------------------------------------------------------

43 ! If you need an integer, then call the variable ’%INT(<name>)’.

44 !----------------------------------------------------------------------------

45 !%INT(x1nodes) = %x1nodes ! number of nodes

(integer) <== it is necessary to convert it to an integer (DoNotShowInUserInterface)

46 !%INT(y1nodes) = %y1nodes ! number of nodes

(integer) <== it is necessary to convert it to an integer (DoNotShowInUserInterface)

47

48 %AlGaAsAlloy = 0.33 ! ==> Al alloy

content (bowing!) (DisplayUnit:) (ListOfValues:0.25,0.30,0.33)

49

50 %temperature = 4 ! ==> temperature

(DisplayUnit:K) (ListOfValues:4,100,200,300,350) (RangeOfValues:From=10,To=340,Step

=50)

51

52 !++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

53

54 !---------------------------------------------------------------------------!

55 $numeric-control !

56 simulation-dimension = 2 !

57 zero-potential = no ! do not solve

initial Poisson equation

58 !zero-potential = no ! solve

initial Poisson equation

59

60 !schroedinger-masses-anisotropic = yes ! discretization includes offdiagonal effective-mass

tensor components

61 schroedinger-masses-anisotropic = box ! discretization includes offdiagonal effective-mass

tensor components (box-integration method)

62 !schroedinger-masses-anisotropic = no ! discretization includes only diagonal effective-mass

tensor components

63
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64 !+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++!

65 ! a) ARPACK eigenvalue solver

66 !+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++!

67 schroedinger-1band-ev-solv = ARPACK ! ’lapack’, ’laband

’, ’arpack’, ’chearn’

68 schroedinger-1band-iterations = 1000 ! for ARPACK!!!

69 ! schroedinger-kp-ev-solv = ARPACK

70 ! schroedinger-kp-iterations = 30

71 ! schroedinger-kp-residual = 1.0d-10

72 ! schroedinger-kp-more-ev = 6

73 !+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++!

74

75 !+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++!

76 ! b) chearn eigenvalue solver

77 !+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++!

78 !schroedinger-1band-ev-solv = chearn ! ’lapack’, ’laband

’, ’arpack’, ’chearn’

79 schroedinger-chearn-el-cutoff = 0.150d0 ! [eV] for chearn

eigenvalue solver (This is an optimized value for this tutorial!)

80 !schroedinger-1band-iterations = 10 ! for chearn!!!

81 !schroedinger-chearn-el-cutoff = 5d0

82 !schroedinger-chearn-hl-cutoff = 5d0

83 !+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++!

84

85 !varshni-parameters-on = no ! no temperature

dependent band gaps

86 varshni-parameters-on = yes ! temperature

dependent band gaps

87 schroedinger-1band-residual = 1d-7 ! default: 1d-12 Poison editing

88 schroedinger-poisson-precor-residual = 1d-9 ! default: 1d-9 ! Poison editing

89 discontinous-charge-density-1band = yes ! Poison editing

only relevant for 1D/2D quantum mechanical calculation

90 !----------------------------------------------------------------------------

91

92 $end_numeric-control !

93 !---------------------------------------------------------------------------!

94

95 !****** OVERALL SIMULATION PARAMETERS **************************************!
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96

97 !---------------------------------------------------------------------------!

98 ! orientation specifies the axes which are simulated !

99 ! e.g. in 1D, 0 0 1 means along z axis !

100 !---------------------------------------------------------------------------!

101 $simulation-dimension !

102 dimension = 2 !

103 orientation = 1 1 0 ! simulation in (x,

y) plane

104 $end_simulation-dimension !

105 !---------------------------------------------------------------------------!

106

107 !---------------------------------------------------------------------------!

108 $global-parameters !

109 lattice-temperature = %temperature ! 4.2 Kelvin

110 !lattice-temperature = 300d0 ! 300 Kelvin

111 !lattice-temperature = 4.2d0 ! 4.2 Kelvin

112 $end_global-parameters !

113 !---------------------------------------------------------------------------!

114

115 !---------------------------------------------------------------------------!

116 ! Flow control is the possibility to control the actual computation. !

117 !---------------------------------------------------------------------------!

118 $simulation-flow-control !

119 !flow-scheme = 2 ! 2 = quantum

mechanical calculation

120 flow-scheme = 2 ! 3 = quantum

mechanical calculation, calculate eigenstates only

121 strain-calculation = no-strain ! raw-strain-in or

homogeneous-strain or strain-minimization or zero-strain-amorphous

122 $end_simulation-flow-control !

123 !---------------------------------------------------------------------------!

124

125 !---------------------------------------------------------------------------!

126 ! The domain type in 1D usually is 0 0 1 which means that the simulated !

127 ! dimension is the 0 0 1 axis. !

128 ! z-coordinates specify the size of the simulated region in [nm]. !

129 ! pseudomorphic-on specifies the substrate material and therefore !
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130 ! determines strain. !

131 !---------------------------------------------------------------------------!

132 $domain-coordinates !

133 domain-type = 1 1 0 !

134 x-coordinates = -%boundary %boundary !

135 y-coordinates = -%boundary %boundary !

136 !growth-coordinate-axis = 0 0 1 !

137 pseudomorphic-on = GaAs !

138 $end_domain-coordinates !

139 !---------------------------------------------------------------------------!

140

141 !****** END OVERALL SIMULATION PARAMETERS **********************************!

142

143

144 !****** REGIONS AND CLUSTERS ***********************************************!

145

146 !---------------------------------------------------------------------------!

147 ! You specified n regions in the simulation area. If they do not !

148 ! completely fill the simulation area, the resulting rest area is !

149 ! automatically assigned as region number n+1. !

150 ! So you ALWAYS have one region more than you actually specified (even if !

151 ! they completely fill the simulation area). !

152 ! We could also set any region to a higher priority which means that it !

153 ! would be on top of the lower priority region. !

154 !---------------------------------------------------------------------------!

155 $regions !

156

157 !--------------------------------------

158 ! left half circle

159 !--------------------------------------

160 region-number = 1 base-geometry = semiellipse region-priority = 3 ! GaAs

161 semi-ellipse-base = 0d0 0d0 -14d0 14d0

162 semi-ellipse-top = -%CoreOuterRadius 0d0 !

163 !

164 !--------------------------------------

165 ! right half circle

166 !--------------------------------------

167 region-number = 2 base-geometry = semiellipse region-priority = 3 ! GaAs
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168 semi-ellipse-base = 0d0 0d0 -14d0 14d0

169 semi-ellipse-top = %CoreOuterRadius 0d0 !

170 !

171 !--------------------------------------

172 ! left half circle

173 !--------------------------------------

174 region-number = 3 base-geometry = semiellipse region-priority = 2 ! AlGaAs

175 semi-ellipse-base = 0d0 0d0 -%ShellOuterRadius %ShellOuterRadius !

176 semi-ellipse-top = -%ShellOuterRadius 0d0 !

177 !

178 !--------------------------------------

179 ! right half circle

180 !--------------------------------------

181 region-number = 4 base-geometry = semiellipse region-priority = 2 ! AlGaAs

182 semi-ellipse-base = 0d0 0d0 -%ShellOuterRadius %ShellOuterRadius

!

183 semi-ellipse-top = %ShellOuterRadius 0d0 !

184 !--------------------------------------

185 ! left half dielectric

186 !--------------------------------------

187 region-number = 5 base-geometry = semiellipse region-priority = 1

188 x-coordinates = 0d0 0d0 -%dielecOuterRadius %dielecOuterRadius ! Dielectric

189 semi-ellipse-base = 0d0 0d0 -%dielecOuterRadius %dielecOuterRadius ! zeeshan

!

190 semi-ellipse-top = -%dielecOuterRadius 0d0

191 !--------------------------------------

192 ! right half dielectric

193 !--------------------------------------

194 region-number = 6 base-geometry = semiellipse region-priority = 1

195 x-coordinates = 0d0 0d0 -%dielecOuterRadius %dielecOuterRadius ! Dielectric

196 semi-ellipse-base = 0d0 0d0 -%dielecOuterRadius %dielecOuterRadius ! zeeshan

!

197 semi-ellipse-top = %dielecOuterRadius 0d0 !

198 !--------------------------------------

199 ! Electrical gates

200 !--------------------------------------

201 region-number = 7 base-geometry = semiellipse region-priority = 4 ! 1.0 nm Top Gate
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202 semi-ellipse-base = -%Rcostheta %Rcostheta %Rsintheta %Rsintheta ! Top zeeshan

!

203 semi-ellipse-top = 0d0 %dielecOuterRadius

204

205 region-number = 8 base-geometry = semiellipse region-priority = 4 ! 1.0 nm Left Gate

206 semi-ellipse-base = -%Rsintheta -%Rsintheta -%Rcostheta %Rcostheta ! left zeeshan

!

207 semi-ellipse-top = -%dielecOuterRadius 0d0

208

209 region-number = 9 base-geometry = semiellipse region-priority = 4 ! 1.0 nm Right

Gate

210 semi-ellipse-base = %Rsintheta %Rsintheta -%Rcostheta %Rcostheta ! right zeeshan

!

211 semi-ellipse-top = %dielecOuterRadius 0d0

212

213 region-number = 10 base-geometry = semiellipse region-priority = 4 ! 1.0 nm Bottom

Gate

214 semi-ellipse-base = -%Rcostheta %Rcostheta -%Rsintheta -%Rsintheta ! bottom zeeshan

!

215 semi-ellipse-top = 0d0 -%dielecOuterRadius

216

217 $end_regions !

218 !---------------------------------------------------------------------------!

219 $grid-specification !

220 grid-type = 1 1 0 !

221

222 x-grid-lines = -%boundary -%dielecOuterRadius -%Rsintheta -%ShellOuterRadius -%

Rcostheta -%CoreOuterRadius 0d0 %CoreOuterRadius %Rcostheta %

ShellOuterRadius %Rsintheta %dielecOuterRadius %boundary ! [nm]

223 x-nodes = 1 2 20 24

64 20 20 64 24

20 2 1 !

224 x-grid-factors = 1d0 1d0 1d0 1d0

1d0 1d0 1d0 1d0 1d0

1d0 1d0 1d0 !

225

226 y-grid-lines = -%boundary -%dielecOuterRadius -%Rsintheta -%ShellOuterRadius -%

Rcostheta -14d0 0d0 14d0 %Rcostheta %ShellOuterRadius
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%Rsintheta %dielecOuterRadius %boundary ![nm]

227 y-nodes = 1 2 20 24

64 20 20 64 24

20 2 1 !

228 y-grid-factors = 1d0 1d0 1d0 1d0

1d0 1d0 1d0 1d0 1d0

1d0 1d0 1d0 !

229

230

231 $end_grid-specification !

232 !---------------------------------------------------------------------------!

233 ! For every boundary between regions, there has to exist a grid line. And !

234 ! between these grid lines there are a certain number of nodes which !

235 ! determine the resolution of the simulated region. In order to specify !

236 ! inhomogeneous grids you can use a grid factor different from one. This !

237 ! means that the distance between each node is increased by this factor !

238 ! from i to i+1. !

239 !---------------------------------------------------------------------------!

240 !$end_domain-coordinates ! BIRNER

241 !---------------------------------------------------------------------------!

242

243 !---------------------------------------------------------------------------!

244 ! A cluster is a group of regions. Every region has to belong to a cluster !

245 ! but a cluster can contain several regions. This is useful if you want to !

246 ! construct more complicated objects of more regions which have the same !

247 ! material. !

248 !---------------------------------------------------------------------------!

249 $region-cluster !

250

251 cluster-number = 1 region-numbers = 1 2 ! GaAs

252 cluster-number = 2 region-numbers = 3 4 ! AlGaAs

253 cluster-number = 3 region-numbers = 5 6 ! dielectric

254 cluster-number = 4 region-numbers = 7 ! Top Gate

255 cluster-number = 5 region-numbers = 8 ! Left Gate

256 cluster-number = 6 region-numbers = 9 ! Right Gate

257 cluster-number = 7 region-numbers = 10 ! Bottom Gate

258 cluster-number = 8 region-numbers = 11 ! Air

259 $end_region-cluster !
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260 !---------------------------------------------------------------------------!

261

262 !****** END REGIONS AND CLUSTER ********************************************!

263

264

265 !****** MATERIALS AND ALLOY PROFILES ****************************************

266

267 !---------------------------------------------------------------------------!

268 ! All materials used in the simulation region are listed here. A material !

269 ! has to be assigned to each cluster. !

270 ! In the case of alloys an alloy function has to be specified. !

271 !---------------------------------------------------------------------------!

272 $material !

273

274 material-number = 1 !

275 material-name = GaAs

276 cluster-numbers = 1 !

277

278 material-number = 2 !

279 material-name = Al(x)Ga(1-x)As

280 cluster-numbers = 2 !

281 alloy-function = constant

282

283 material-number = 3 !

284 material-name = Al2O3 ! BIRNER

285 cluster-numbers = 3 !

286

287 material-number = 4 ! 1.0 nm Gate

288 material-name = Metal

289 cluster-numbers = 4 5 6 7

290

291 material-number = 5 ! boundary is Air

292 material-name = Air

293 cluster-numbers = 8 !

294 $end_material !

295 !---------------------------------------------------------------------------!

296

297 !---------------------------------------------------------------------------!
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298 $alloy-function !

299 !

300 material-number = 2 ! BIRNER !

301 function-name = constant

302 xalloy = %AlGaAsAlloy ! Al0.33Ga0.67As

303

304 alloy-sweep-active = %AloySweepActive !

305 !alloy-sweep-active = yes ! to switch on

alloy sweep

306 !alloy-sweep-active = no ! to switch off

alloy sweep

307 alloy-sweep-step-size = -0.03d0 ! increase alloy

concentration in each step by -0.03. (This value can also be negative, i.e. decrease alloy

concentration.)

308 alloy-sweep-number-of-steps = 11 ! number of alloy

sweep steps

309 !

310 $end_alloy-function !

311 !---------------------------------------------------------------------------!

312 !---------------------------------------------------------------------------!

313 ! Here we are overwriting the database entries for GaAs. !

314 ! E_gap = 2.979 - 1.346 - 1/3 * 0.341 = 1.519333 eV ( 0 K) !

315 ! E_gap = 2.882 - 1.346 - 1/3 * 0.341 = 1.422333 eV (300 K) !

316 ! E_gap: 1.42 eV (Greg Snider)

317 !---------------------------------------------------------------------------!

318 $binary-zb-default !

319 binary-type = GaAs-zb-default !

320 apply-to-material-numbers = 1 2 !

321 conduction-band-masses = 0.067d0 0.067d0 0.067d0 ! DEFAULT ! Gamma cb1 - 1st

principal axis, 2nd, 3rd

322 1.9d0 0.0754d0 0.0754d0 ! L cb2 - 1st

principal axis, 2nd, 3rd - m_l m_t m_t

323 1.3d0 0.23d0 0.23d0 ! X cb3 - 1st

principal axis, 2nd, 3rd - m_l m_t m_t

324 valence-band-masses = 0.500d0 0.500d0 0.500d0 ! DEFAULT ! heavy hole

325 0.068d0 0.068d0 0.068d0 ! DEFAULT ! light hole

326 0.172d0 0.172d0 0.172d0 ! DEFAULT ! split-off hole

327 conduction-band-energies = 2.979d0 3.275d0 3.441d0 ! DEFAULT ! DEFAULT at 0 K
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328 !conduction-band-energies = 2.882d0 3.167d0 3.359d0 ! 300K: E_g(Gamma)

=1.422 (Varshni formula) conduction band edge energies relative to valence band number 1 (

number corresponds

329 valence-band-energies = 1.346d0 ! Zunger valence

band edge energies relative to valence band number 1 (number corresponds

330 band-shift = 0d0 ! [eV]

331 6x6kp-parameters = -16.220d0 -3.860d0 -17.580d0 ! L,M,N [hbarˆ2/2m

](--> divide by hbarˆ2/2m)

332 0.341d0 ! delta_(split-off)

in [eV]

333 $end_binary-zb-default !

334 !---------------------------------------------------------------------------!

335

336 !---------------------------------------------------------------------------!

337 ! Here we are overwriting the database entries for AlAs. !

338 ! E_gap = 4.049 - 0.857 - 1/3 * 0.28 = 3.098667 eV ( 0 K) !

339 ! E_gap = 3.953 - 0.857 - 1/3 * 0.28 = 3.002667 eV (300 K) !

340 !---------------------------------------------------------------------------!

341 $binary-zb-default !

342 binary-type = AlAs-zb-default !

343 apply-to-material-numbers = 1 !

344 conduction-band-masses = 0.15d0 0.15d0 0.15d0 ! DEFAULT ! Gamma cb1 - 1st

principal axis, 2nd, 3rd

345 1.32d0 0.15d0 0.15d0 ! DEFAULT ! L cb2 - 1st

principal axis, 2nd, 3rd - m_l m_t m_t

346 0.97d0 0.22d0 0.22d0 ! DEFAULT ! X cb3 - 1st

principal axis, 2nd, 3rd - m_l m_t m_t

347 valence-band-masses = 0.5d0 0.5d0 0.5d0 ! DEFAULT ! hh (Landolt-

Boernstein) possible values > 0.0 [m0]. Ordering of numbers corresponds to band Nr. 1, 2,

...

348 0.26d0 0.26d0 0.26d0 ! DEFAULT ! lh (Landolt-

Boernstein)

349 0.28d0 0.28d0 0.28d0 ! DEFAULT ! so

350 conduction-band-energies = 4.049d0 3.410d0 3.190d0 ! DEFAULT ! DEFAULT at 0 K

351 !conduction-band-energies = 3.953d0 3.302d0 3.114d0 ! 300 K !!! Birner

suggestion conduction band edge energies relative to valence band number 1 (number

corresponds
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352 valence-band-energies = 0.857d0 ! DEFAULT ! Zunger valence

band edge energies relative to valence band number 1 (number corresponds

353 band-shift = 0d0 ! [eV]

354 6x6kp-parameters = -8.040d0 -3.120d0 -8.520d0 ! L,M,N [hbarˆ2/2m

](--> divide by hbarˆ2/2m)

355 0.28d0 ! delta_(split-off)

in [eV]

356 $end_binary-zb-default !

357 !---------------------------------------------------------------------------!

358

359 !---------------------------------------------------------------------------!

360 ! Here we are overwriting the database entries for Al(x)Ga(1-x)As. !

361 !---------------------------------------------------------------------------!

362 $ternary-zb-default !

363 ternary-type = Al(x)Ga(1-x)As-zb-default !

364 apply-to-material-numbers = 2 !

365 bow-conduction-band-masses = 0.000d0 0.000d0 0.000d0 ! Bowing parameters

b are defined for Q[A(x)B(1-x)C] = x*Q[AC]+(1-x)*Q[BC]-b*x*(1-x)

366 0.000d0 0.000d0 0.000d0 !

367 0.000d0 0.000d0 0.000d0 !

368 !bow-conduction-band-energies = 0.0d0 0.0d0 0.055d0 ! ZERO BOWING

369 !bow-conduction-band-energies = 0.135d0 0.0d0 0.055d0 ! 0.135 for x=0.20

370 bow-conduction-band-energies = 0.305d0 0.0d0 0.055d0 ! DEFAULT -0.127d0

+1.310x for E_g(Gamma) Vurgaftman

371 ! 0.384d0 for Al0.39GaAs ! Crossover at x

=0.39 (300 K) Gamma-L

372 ! 0.3315d0 for Al0.35GaAs !

373 ! 0.305d0 for Al0.33GaAs !

374 ! 0.266d0 for Al0.30GaAs !

375 ! 0.135d0 for Al0.20GaAs !

376 ! 0.0695d0 for Al0.15GaAs !

377 $end_ternary-zb-default !

378 !---------------------------------------------------------------------------!

379

380 !****** END MATERIALS AND ALLOY PROFILES ***********************************!

381

382 !****** QUANTUM ************************************************************!

383
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384 !---------------------------------------------------------------------------!

385 ! Including quantum models (1-band Schroedinger, multi-band kp) !

386 ! !

387 ! For quantum solutions, you have to define quantum regions and clusters on !

388 ! which certain quantum models are applied. The syntax of the quantum !

389 ! regions and clusters is the same as for current and material regions. !

390 ! !

391 ! The model specifies the kind of equation that is solved in the certain !

392 ! cluster. !

393 ! !

394 ! Example: !

395 ! You could solve the 1-band Schroedinger equation for conduction band 2 !

396 ! and valence bands 1 2 3. For each band you could specify 10 !

397 ! eigenvalues in ’number-of-eigenvalues-per-band = 10 10 10’. !

398 ! !

399 !---------------------------------------------------------------------------!

400

401 !---------------------------------------------------------------------------!

402 $quantum-regions !

403

404 !-------------------------------------------------

405 ! Here we use a circular shaped quantum cluster.

406 !-------------------------------------------------

407

408 !--------------------------------------

409 ! left half circle

410 !--------------------------------------

411 region-number = 1 base-geometry = semiellipse region-priority = 1 !

412 semi-ellipse-base = 0d0 0d0 -%ShellOuterRadius %ShellOuterRadius

413 semi-ellipse-top = -125.79d0 0d0

414 !

415 !--------------------------------------

416 ! right half circle

417 !--------------------------------------

418 region-number = 2 base-geometry = semiellipse region-priority = 1 !

419 semi-ellipse-base = 0d0 0d0 -%ShellOuterRadius %ShellOuterRadius

420 semi-ellipse-top = 125.79d0 0d0

421
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422 $end_quantum-regions !

423 !---------------------------------------------------------------------------!

424

425 !---------------------------------------------------------------------------!

426 $quantum-cluster !

427 cluster-number = 1 !

428 region-numbers = 1 2 !

429 deactivate-cluster = no !

430 $end_quantum-cluster !

431 !---------------------------------------------------------------------------!

432

433

434 !****** QUANTUM MODELS *****************************************************!

435

436 !---------------------------------------------------------------------------!

437 $quantum-model-electrons !

438 model-number = 1 !

439 model-name = effective-mass !effective-mass

440 cluster-numbers = 1 !

441 conduction-band-numbers = 1 ! 1 = Gamma, 2 = L,

3 = X

442 number-of-eigenvalues-per-band = 4 !

443 boundary-condition-100 = Dirichlet !

444 boundary-condition-010 = Dirichlet

445

446 $end_quantum-model-electrons !

447 !---------------------------------------------------------------------------!

448

449 !---------------------------------------------------------------------------!

450 $quantum-model-holes !

451 model-number = 1 !

452 model-name = effective-mass !8x8kp, 6x6kp or

effective-mass

453 cluster-numbers = 1 ! (quantum) cluster

numbers to which this model applies

454 valence-band-numbers = 1 !2 3hh, lh, so

455 !number-of-eigenvalues-per-band = 10 10 10 ! how many

eigenenergies have to be calculated in each band (minimum)
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456 !valence-band-numbers = 1 ! hh

457 number-of-eigenvalues-per-band = 1 ! how many

eigenenergies have to be calculated in each band (minimum)

458 boundary-condition-100 = Dirichlet ! Neumann or (

Dirichlet|dirichlet|DIRICHLET).

459 boundary-condition-010 = Dirichlet ! Neumann or (

Dirichlet|dirichlet|DIRICHLET).

460

461 $end_quantum-model-holes !

462 !---------------------------------------------------------------------------!

463

464 !****** END QUANTUM MODELS *************************************************!

465

466

467 !****** END QUANTUM ********************************************************!

468

469

470 !****** OUTPUT *************************************************************!

471

472 !---------------------------------------------------------------------------!

473 ! For the output the destination directories are free to choose whereas the !

474 ! filenames are fixed and incorporate all information about the files. !

475 !---------------------------------------------------------------------------!

476 $poisson-boundary-conditions

477 poisson-cluster-number = 1 ! Gate Top

478 region-cluster-number = 4

479 applied-voltage = 0d0

480 boundary-condition-type = !ohmic !schottky

481 !schottky-barrier = 2.52d0

482 contact-control = voltage

483

484 poisson-cluster-number = 2 ! Gate Left

485 region-cluster-number = 5

486 applied-voltage = 0d0

487 boundary-condition-type = !ohmic !schottky

488 !schottky-barrier = 2.52d0

489 contact-control = voltage

490
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491 poisson-cluster-number = 3 ! Gate Right

492 region-cluster-number = 6

493 applied-voltage = 0.3d0

494 boundary-condition-type = !ohmic !schottky

495 !schottky-barrier = 2.52d0

496 contact-control = voltage

497

498 poisson-cluster-number = 4 ! Gate Bottom

499 region-cluster-number = 7

500 applied-voltage = 0d0

501 boundary-condition-type = !ohmic !schottky

502 !schottky-barrier = 2.52d0

503 contact-control = voltage

504

505 $end_poisson-boundary-conditions

506 !-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

507

508 !---------------------------------------------------!

509 !---------------------------------------------------------------------------!

510 $global-settings !

511 output-directory = output/

512 number-of-parallel-threads = 1 ! 2 = for dual-core

CPU / 4 = for quad-core CPU

513 debug-level = 0 !

514 $end_global-settings !

515 !---------------------------------------------------------------------------!

516

517 !---------------------------------------------------------------------------!

518 ! This is the output for the band structure and the potential. !

519 !---------------------------------------------------------------------------!

520 $output-bandstructure !

521 destination-directory = band_structure/

522 conduction-band-numbers = 1 !2 3 ! 1 = Gamma, 2 = L,

3 = X

523 !valence-band-numbers = 1 2 3 ! hh, lh, so

524 valence-band-numbers = 1 ! hh

525 potential = no !
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526 $end_output-bandstructure !

527 !---------------------------------------------------------------------------!

528

529 !---------------------------------------------------------------------------!

530 ! OUTPUT 1-BAND SCHROEDINGER !

531 ! !

532 ! For the 1-band Schroedinger solutions a filename looks like: !

533 ! ’qm_cb001_qr001_sg001min001max010num_deg001_dir.dat’ !

534 ! !

535 ! In this file the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions are stored for !

536 ! parameter: cb001: conduction band 1 !

537 ! qr001: quantum region 1 !

538 ! sg001: Schroedinger equation 1 !

539 ! min001: minimum eigenvalue !

540 ! max010: maximum eigenvalue !

541 ! deg001: number of subsolution !

542 ! _dir: boundary condition (dir=Dirichlet, neu=Neumann) !

543 ! !

544 ! The file ’sg-structure.dat’ provides some information about the !

545 ! structure of the 1-band solutions. !

546 ! !

547 ! Meaning of !

548 ! num_sg For different band energies, different Schroedinger !

549 ! equations have to be solved. These are numbered by num_sg. !

550 ! num_deg For equal energy but different masses, again, different !

551 ! equations have to be solved which are then numbered by num_deg.!

552 !---------------------------------------------------------------------------!

553 $output-1-band-schroedinger !

554 destination-directory = Schroedinger_1band/

555 sg-structure = yes !

556 !scale = 1d0 !

557 conduction-band-numbers = 1 !

558 cb-min-ev = 1 !

559 cb-max-ev = 5 !

560 valence-band-numbers = 1 2 3 !

561 vb-min-ev = 1 !

562 vb-max-ev = 2 !
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563 complex-wave-functions = yes ! output amplitude

psi

564 interband-matrix-elements = yes !

565 shift-wavefunction-by-eigenvalue = no ! This is useful if

you want to plot the psiˆ2 and the band edge in one plot.

566 $end_output-1-band-schroedinger !

567 !---------------------------------------------------------------------------!

568

569 !---------------------------------------------------------------------------!

570 $output-section !

571 section-number = 1 section-name = vertical_slice_middle_along section-type = x x = 0

d0 ! 1D slice through center

572 section-number = 2 section-name = horizontal_slice_middle_along section-type = y y = 0

d0 ! 1D slice through center

573 $end_output-section !

574 !---------------------------------------------------------------------------!

575

576 !****** END OUTPUT *********************************************************!

B.2 Python code for 2D Gaussian fit of output wave-

functions from Next Nano

1 import scipy.optimize as opt

2 import numpy as np

3 import matplotlib.pyplot as plt

4 from mpl_toolkits.mplot3d import Axes3D

5 import matplotlib.cm as cm

6 import xlrd

7 from scipy.integrate import simps

8 from pandas import DataFrame

9 import matplotlib.ticker as ticker

10 # import matplotlib.pyplot as plt

11 # import matplotlib.pyplot as plt

12
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13 df=DataFrame(index=[’sigmax_e’,’sigmay_e’,’sigmax_h’,’sigmay_h’,’Lx_eh’,’Ly_eh’,’fss’, ’overlap

’], columns=[’L(nm)’,’Energy(ev)’])

14

15 hbar = 6.582119514e-16

16 Eg = 1.519

17 Ep = 23

18 e = 1.6e-19

19 m = 9.1e-31

20

21

22 width = 3.4

23 height = width / 1.618

24

25 file = 0.7

26 file_name_hh = str(file) + "_hh"

27 initial_guess = (0.005,0,0,5.0,5.3,0,1)

28

29

30 file_location1 = "C:\\Users\\Zeeshan\\Desktop\\Simulations\\Next Nano Data\\Dot_28_30\\TB_-LR_+

lateral\\"+ file_name_hh +".xlsx"

31 workbook = xlrd.open_workbook(file_location1)

32 sheet = workbook.sheet_by_index(0)

33

34 x = []

35 for row in range(0,223):

36 r = sheet.cell_value(row,0)

37 x.append(r)

38 # print(x)

39 x=np.array(list(x))

40 y = []

41 for row in range(224,447):

42 r = sheet.cell_value(row,0)

43 y.append(r)

44 y=np.array(list(y))

45 x,y = np.meshgrid(x, y)

46

47

48 #define model function and pass independant variables x and y as a list
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49 def twoD_Gaussian(xdata_tuple, amplitude, xo, yo, sigma_x, sigma_y, theta, offset):

50 (x, y) = xdata_tuple

51 xo = float(xo)

52 yo = float(yo)

53 a = (np.cos(theta)**2)/(2*sigma_x**2) + (np.sin(theta)**2)/(2*sigma_y**2)

54 b = -(np.sin(2*theta))/(4*sigma_x**2) + (np.sin(2*theta))/(4*sigma_y**2)

55 c = (np.sin(theta)**2)/(2*sigma_x**2) + (np.cos(theta)**2)/(2*sigma_y**2)

56 g = offset + amplitude*np.exp( - (a*((x-xo)**2) + 2*b*(x-xo)*(y-yo)

57 + c*((y-yo)**2)))

58 return g.ravel()

59

60 #hole_fitting

61 # data_hh

62

63 file_name_hh = str(file) + "_hh"

64 initial_guess = (0.005,0,0,5.5,5.5,20,1)

65

66 file_location1 = "C:\\Users\\Zeeshan\\Desktop\\Simulations\\Next Nano Data\\Dot_28_30\\TB_-LR_+

lateral\\"+ file_name_hh+".xlsx"

67 workbook = xlrd.open_workbook(file_location1)

68 sheet = workbook.sheet_by_index(0)

69

70 data_hh_r = []

71 for row in range(448,sheet.nrows):

72 r = sheet.cell_value(row,1)

73 data_hh_r.append(r)

74 data_hh_r=list(data_hh_r)

75 matdata_hh_r=np.array(data_hh_r)

76

77 data_hh_i = []

78 for row in range(448,sheet.nrows):

79 r = sheet.cell_value(row,2)

80 data_hh_i.append(r)

81 data_hh_i=list(data_hh_i)

82 matdata_hh_i=np.array(data_hh_i)

83

84 matdata_hh_total = matdata_hh_r + 1J * (matdata_hh_i)

85 #matdata_hh = (np.real(np.conjugate(matdata_hh_total) * matdata_hh_total))
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86 matdata_hh = (np.absolute(matdata_hh_total))**2

87

88

89 popt, pcov = opt.curve_fit(twoD_Gaussian, (x, y), matdata_hh, p0=initial_guess)

90

91

92 data_fitted_hh = twoD_Gaussian((x, y), *popt)

93

94

95

96 fig, ax = plt.subplots(1,1)

97

98 fig.set_size_inches(width, height)

99 p = ax.pcolor(x, y, matdata_hh.reshape(223, 223), cmap=cm.jet, vmin=abs(matdata_hh.reshape(223,

223)).min(), vmax=abs(matdata_hh.reshape(223, 223)).max())

100 cb = fig.colorbar(p)

101 plt.axis([-15,15,-15,15])

102 title_font = {’fontname’:’Arial’, ’size’:’16’, ’color’:’black’, ’weight’:’normal’,

103 ’verticalalignment’:’bottom’} # Bottom vertical alignment for more space

104 axis_font = {’fontname’:’Arial’, ’size’:’8’,’labelsize’: ’8’}

105 # ax.contour(x, y, data_fitted_hh.reshape(223, 223), 8, colors=’w’)

106 plt.xlabel(’Dimension (nm)’,size=8)

107 plt.ylabel(’Dimension (nm)’,size=8)

108 plt.rc(’xtick’, labelsize=8)

109 plt.rc(’ytick’, labelsize=8)

110 ax.set_aspect(’equal’)

111 plt.tight_layout()

112 # print(popt)

113 # fig.savefig(file_name_hh+".pdf")

114 plt.show()

115 df.set_value(’sigmax_h’, ’L(nm)’, float(popt[3]))

116 df.set_value(’sigmay_h’, ’L(nm)’, float(popt[4]))

117

118 # el_fitiing

119

120 file_name_el = str(file) + "_el"

121

122 file_location2 = "C:\\Users\\Zeeshan\\Desktop\\Simulations\\Next Nano Data\\Dot_28_30\\TB_-LR_+
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lateral\\" + file_name_el + ".xlsx"

123 workbook = xlrd.open_workbook(file_location2)

124 sheet = workbook.sheet_by_index(0)

125

126

127 data_el_r = []

128 for row in range(448,sheet.nrows):

129 r = sheet.cell_value(row,1)

130 data_el_r.append(r)

131 data_el_r=list(data_el_r)

132 matdata_el_r=np.array(data_el_r)

133

134 data_el_i = []

135 for row in range(448,sheet.nrows):

136 r = sheet.cell_value(row,2)

137 data_el_i.append(r)

138 data_el_i=list(data_el_i)

139 matdata_el_i=np.array(data_el_i)

140

141 matdata_el_total = matdata_el_r + 1J * (matdata_el_i)

142 # matdata_el = (np.real(np.conjugate(matdata_el_total) * matdata_el_total))

143 matdata_el = (np.absolute(matdata_el_total))**2

144 initial_guess = (0.005,0,0,6,6,0,1)

145 popt, pcov = opt.curve_fit(twoD_Gaussian, (x, y), matdata_el, p0=initial_guess)

146

147

148 data_fitted_el = twoD_Gaussian((x, y), *popt)

149

150

151 # plt.figure()

152 fig, ax = plt.subplots(1,1)

153 fig.set_size_inches(width, height)

154 p = ax.pcolor(x, y, matdata_el.reshape(223, 223), cmap=cm.jet, vmin=abs(matdata_el.reshape(223,

223)).min(), vmax=abs(matdata_hh.reshape(223, 223)).max())

155 cb = fig.colorbar(p)

156 plt.axis([-15,15,-15,15])

157 title_font = {’fontname’:’Arial’, ’size’:’16’, ’color’:’black’, ’weight’:’normal’,

158 ’verticalalignment’:’bottom’} # Bottom vertical alignment for more space
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159 axis_font = {’fontname’:’Arial’, ’size’:’8’,’labelsize’: ’8’}

160 # ax.contour(x, y, data_fitted_el.reshape(223, 223), 8, colors=’w’)

161 plt.xlabel(’Dimension (nm)’,size=8)

162 plt.ylabel(’Dimension (nm)’,size=8)

163 plt.rc(’xtick’, labelsize=8)

164 plt.rc(’ytick’, labelsize=8)

165 ax.set_aspect(’equal’)

166 # print(popt)

167 plt.tight_layout()

168 # fig.savefig(file_name_el+".pdf")

169 df.set_value(’sigmax_e’, ’L(nm)’, float(popt[3]))

170 df.set_value(’sigmay_e’, ’L(nm)’, float(popt[4]))

171 plt.show()
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